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IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE

Quo Vadis Dublin Gas?

I. ".....
Our congratulations to Eoin Kenny
hose inauguration as CIBSE
President took place in London on
24th April.

Jones Group
Expansion
The Jones Group plc, Dublin
based com pany with interests in
engineering, manufacturing,
shipping and oil distribution,
has increased its take to 600/( in
the British energy sector
organisation, Resource and
Utility Control Group.
Comprising Resource and
Utility Control Ltd, Steam Link
Modules Ltd. and Gibson
O'Neil Ltd. the Group, with
headquarter in Wandsworth,
London,
offers energy
anagement and third-party
inance, boiler modules and
design and installation of
H VAC services.
Chief Executive, Brian M
Gibson, reports steady growth
and a high level of interest and
enquiries. A Manchester office,
located in Trafford Park, was
opened on 6 January.

While much has been written,
and said, about the situation at
Dublin Gas, the only real fact of
the matter as we go to press is
that there i a great deal of
uncertainty surrounding the
company. Thisdoesnotsomuch
concern its future as a trading
concern, but rather what shape
it will take.
Presently, the company is
going through a transitional
tage and it is this lack of clarity
as t
ere it is going which is
causing greatest concern.
Decisions must be taken -and
soon - on two broad as pects of
Dublin Ga . These refer to the
internal structure of the
company itself and the future
role it sees for itself within the
energy marketplace.
The present run of the
development of the natural gas
grid in Dublin should be
completed by July and the
question which then a rises is
what next? Another issue which
has to be resolved is the pricing
structure. Will new marketing
strategies be based on further
development or retrenchment?
The only certainty is that
there are an infinite number of
questions and controversial
issues which simply must be
sorted out. The real task facing
management at present
whoever that is - is that they
must be decisive. Decision
mu t be made and then acted on.

A major issue is obviously the
ownership structure of Dublin
Gas. This will have to be
resolved immediately because it
is only then that the role of the
company - both in the Dublin
region and in the context of
where it fits in to the overall plan
in terms of natural gas usagecan be decided.
For the moment though
Dublin Gas is continuing to
trade "as normal". How feasible
thi is underthecircumstances is
debatable but the important

thing is that they are attempting
to do so. For this reason alone
they deserve support but, on a
more important note, the
industry itself - both product
suppliers and contractors also need for them to succeed.
Of course it's a question of
"wait and see" but 'n the
meantime to knock their efforts
is pointless. For all our sakes,
let's hope that the present
catastrophic situation leads to
the ultimate sorting out of
Dublin Gas.

£20M FOR ROTARY GROUP
The Rotary Group announces the award of several major
mechanical and electrical contracts totalUng in excess of £20
million which have been secured in the last three months.
These include a £9 million contract in Algeria: a £2 million
contract in Iraq and other overseas worl< including a government
contra ct in Gibraltar; and, in the OK, the electrical installation on
berths 7 and 8 at Faslane and theMuseum ofthe Moving Images .
in London.

More Irish Involvement in UK
The attractions of the UK
building market has won new
adherents with the announcements that Thomas E Lynskey
and Michael J Curley,
Chairman and Managing
Di rector of the Dublin-based

Mechanical Services Contractors
- T. E. Lynskey Ltd. - have
acquired the majority shareholding in Swindon Heating
Installa tions Ltd. in Wiltshire.
Swindon Heating Installations
• Continued on page 2

Heatmerchants Open
Cork Branch
H EATMERCHA TS are again on the expansion trail. They
have recently opened their latest branchat5 Penrose Quay, Cork,
where Gerry Collins is in charge. Thi now brings their branches
up to seven - Kilkenny, Athlone, Limerick, Waterford, Sligo
and Dublin and, of course, now in Cork.
All this expansion has taken place in very difficult economic
times since their beginning eight years ago and Heatmerchants
now claim to be the largest heating and plumbing supply
specialists in Ireland, employing a staff of 60.
Group chairman, Eamonn Walsh, told us "the opening of our
branch in Cork completes our expansion plans for 1986, which we
see as a year with marvellous growth potential and in which we
will devote our energies to consolidating our position as leader in
Published
by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986
the Irish market".

• IDHE Dinner: Harry Pattison, Chairman with Shay Kiernan; Katrina
Mc Ternan, Correspondent Secretary; andBob Couchman, President, IDHE at
the recent dinner in the Gresham Hotel, Dublin. The meal and "crack" was
excellent and all credit to the sponsors - nearly 30 in all- who put up the many
spot prizes. Of those Calor Kosangas, Grundfos Ire/and and Multiheat
Products deserve a special mention. Ourphotographer was a/so present and, as a
special gesture, we have made the prints available ofall the shots taken. If we
photographed your table, Katrina should beforwarding aprint to you, with our
compliments, over the next week or so.
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Come to Britain
in energy efficiency year
Staying in touch is all part of staying
successful. This year, Britain is the place
to be for everyone with a serious interest
in heating, ventilating, air conditioning
and refrigeration technology because
INTERNATIONAL HEVAC 86 is the highspot
of this Energy Efficiency Year.
You owe it to yourself and your
organisation to come to Birmingham in
May to see the very latest British and
International innovations and technological advances across the entire spectrum

of industrial, commercial and domestic
applications.
Three exhibitions under one incomparable roof ... the magnificent National
Exhibition Centre, Britain's premier venue
sited in the heart of England.
Easily accessible from London and
almost anywhere in Europe, the National
Ex~i~it,ion Centre is th~ perfect place for
Bntaln s longest es abllshed major
International exhibition for your industry.

For further detaiIs contact:
INTERNATIONAL HEVAC 86
Industrial & Trade Fairs Ltd
Oriel House, 26 The Quadrant
Richmond, Surrey, TW91DL, England
Telephone: (1)-9406065
Telex: 8951389
For travel & accommodation details contact:
DennisO'Neill, Keith Prowse Ltd
IRELAND Tel: (0001) 710922
Telex: 25899
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Energy Roadshow
'86

Chartered Surveyors:
35% Decline In
Employment
Employment in quantity surveyors offices has declined by 35%
since September 1983, according to a survey undertaken by the
Society of Chartered Surveyors.
In a sample survey of 32 professional offices, the numbers of
technical staff reduced from 216 in September 1983 to 142 in
December 1985. This reduction of 359c; in employment is similar
to the experience of architects as recorded in surveys undertaken
by the Royal Institute of the Architects in Ireland.
The reduction in employment reflects the reduction In
construction industry output at 359(; since the peak of activity in
1981. The reduction in construction industry output has been
created by the virtual collapse of private sector investment
exacerbated by a 239(; reduction in the volume of public
investment in construction.
The Society of Chartered Surveyors has expres edconcern that
the IR£25 million reduction in the Public Capital Programme
announced in the Budget means a further 29c; to 39c; reduction in
the volume of construction with a cOflsequent reduction in
employment of at lea t 1,000 people.
.
The Society of Chartered Surveyors is concerned that thIS
reduction in volume, together with the increase in Value Added
Tax on professional fees from 23o/c to 25o/c, will mean a further
reduction in employment within the profeSSIOn and the virtual
certainty that the vast majority of this year's quantity surveying
graduates -as those of 1984 and 1985 - will have toemigrate to
lind employment.

l.

~

'-._

• Ewing Patterson, Director ofthe SAI,pictured in London ~ecentl)' with the
Director General-Elect of BSI, Dr Ivan Dunstan. Present Dlrecto~ General,
MrD Spickernell, is to step downat th eend ofMay totakeup~nappoln~me~to~
behalf of the BSI as nominated Board member ofInternatIOnal Affmrs In hIS
capacity as the Vice-President of I so.

---~--MORE
• Continued {ram front c o v e r .

THE ENERGY Management
Association's series of six
seminars/exhibitions during
April for industrial and
domestic energy users in
Monaghan. Ballina, Galway,
Ennis, Mallow and Clonmel
concluded in the Clonmel Arms
Hotel recently. The seminar/
exhibition in each venue focused
on saving money through
energy efficiency.
Venues visited covered
Monaghan (Hillgrove Hotel);
Ballina (Downhill Hotel);
Galway (Great Southern
Hotel); Ennis (West County
Hotel); Mallow (Hibernian
Hotel); and Clonmel (Clonmel
Arms Hotel).
On re pective Tue days and
Thursday in each case the
seminar commenced at 2.30pm

and featured industrial case
histories followed by an
exhibition covering insulation,
heating controls, appliances and
lighting.
A special seminar for
domestic energy users was then
held at 7.30pmeacheveningand
this concentrated on energy
efficiency in the home.
Department
of Energy
personnel were on hand to
discuss domestic energy.
problems.
.
Exhibitors participating In
the series were Moy Insulation;
ESB; Philips; DV Lighting
Management Systems; Heating
Distributors; Waterfo
I ronfounders; Tirolia; S Gra.
Calor Kosangas; and, Energy
Phone Department of
Energy.

Vent-Axia Opens in Ireland
Leading unit ventilation company - Vent-Axia - has opened a
new company in Ireland to consolidate and further develop their
highly successful business here. The company will trade as VentAxia Ventilation and will be a wholly-owned subsidiaryofVent-Axia
International Ltd.
On April 1986, Vent-Axia Ventilation Ltd. took over the sales,
servicing, and distribution ofVent-Axiaand Helios products forthe
Republic of Ireland.
Vent-Axia and Helios products are now only available from VentAxia Ventilation Ltd. at their new headquarters, KCR Industrial
Estate, Ravensdale Park, Kimmage, DUblin 12. Tel: 900620.
The Manager isMichael Randall, formerlytheSales& Marketing
Manager of the Vent-Axia DiVision, of the previous distributors.
All sales, service and technical enquiries will receive the usual
prompt attention by phone 01-900620.

Dan Chambers Display
DAN CHAMBERS Ltd.
introduced new products on
their stand at the recent

IRISH INVOLVEMENT LA
.

was previously a wholly-owned
pOised to take advantage of the
subsidiary of R J Leighfield &
expected expansIOn In consSons Ltd. BuildingContractors.
st:uctlOn throughout the. South
G & T Crampton Ltd,
01 Englan.d. SWindon IS well
Dublin, recently a ;quired the
situated off the aXIs of the M4
share capital of Lelghfield and
and M6 motor routes.
through their Leighfield
Holdings, retain a minority
interest in Swindon Heating
Installations Ltd.
Since its incorporation in
1961, Swindon Heating has
enjoyed an excellent reputation
in the mechanical services field
and it is intended that under the
control of former Director and
General Manager Robert
• Tom Lynskey (left), Chairman and Michael Curley, Managing DIrector of
Day, whowill nowbeManaging
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
T. E. Lynskey Ltd., Building 5 ervices Contractors.
Director
the
company
is
DOI: 10.21427/D75X2T
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mechanical services exhibition
in the Burlington Hotel. Ranges
from three of their principalsMetrico Systems (NW) Ltd;
Doby Cleats Ltd. and Roof
Units Group were represented.
Roy Pickersgill, Managing
Director, Metrico Systems, was
presen t to welcome Irish
customers to the stand. "We
specialise in special ", he said.
"We can manufacture any Ize
of fan. Metrico System will
undertaken to design a fan for all
types of applications, including
exact copies of obsolete or
foreign equipment."
.
A new distributorshlp
recently acquired by Dan
Chambers is Doby FlangIng.
The Doby is a slide-on flange
which is supplied as a bolt
connection. This flange offers
several advantages, the most
• Continued on page 4
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Up-tempo days.
Downbeat nights.

In the Andes, the
humming bird switches off
at night by going into a form
of hibernation.
It cools its body temperature down by the same degree
as the surrounding air, which can be as much as from 38°C to 14°C.
This enables the humming bird to conserve its resources for the
intense activity of the day, when it uses an enormous amount of energy
with up to 100 wing beats per second and flight speeds of over 70 mph.
Unfortunately, computers don't have the same natural in-built thermostatic control and often have to work non-stop, twenty four hours a day.
This means that the heat they generate can build up and seriously
impair their efficiency which then leads to expensive down time.
These problems can be avoided by installing a Liebert computer
support system which, in addition to environmental control, can also
include electrical power monitoring and protection, fire detection and
access security equipment.
Whatever the computer environment we can provide a Liebert
system to match, backed by a complete design, installation, commissioning
and after sales service.
Call your local office for further details.

~ Liebert WALKER AIR CONDITIONING
World leader
,n computer
support systems

Dubl,n
300844

Belfast
023185234

Glasgow
041-8870551

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986
EnqUiry Code No. 2
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important being that its four
corner pieces are more durable
and considerably stronger,
besides giving a far better seal,
when compared to other
Oanges.
'The biggest range of
ventilation in the Nation' is how
the Roof Units Group describe
their large range of products.
The UK company manufacture
Europak roof un its, in-line duct
fan and Turbo and EuroOow
axial fans, together with the
Viking range which comprises
air handling units and
centrifugal fans.

Dun Laoghaire Heating
APOLOGIES TO John
Hamilton of Dun Laoghaire
Heating Supplies Ltd. In our last
issue the gremlins were busy
with the result that we had a
number of 'literal' errors. John
unfortunately suffered.
Since opening his new
operation at 70 Lower
Mounttown Road,
Dun
Laoghaire, Co. Dublin - beside
McCormacks' pub! the
company has done exceptionally

well.
John supplies all contractors'
requirements including copper
tube, compression fittings,
solder fittings, Barlow
radiators, Grant back boilers
radiator valves
boilers'
Bentone burners, oil tanks and
all spare parts, wash basins, wc
pans, sanitary ware, etc.
He can be contacted at tel:
805345.

Buderus
Energy·
Efficiency
THE Lollar 505 boiler recently
introduced to the Irish market
by Quadrant Engineers Ltd is
the first of a new generation of
energy-efficient boilers from
Buderus of West Germany
incorporating the very latest
technology in the design and
manufacture of cast-iron
sectional boilers.
The Lollar 505 is a purposemade boiler, for gas or oil firing,

APPOINTMENTS
Dublin Gas has recently
announced two new appointments in its Marketing
Department.
Anne Dunphy, B Comm,
joins Dublin Gas as Advertising/Promotions Executive with
responsibility for the promotion
of natural gas central heating
and installations in new homes.
Anne was previously Marketing
Manager with McDonald

Restaurants.
Kathleen O'Sullivan, B
Comm, has been promoted to
Product Manager with
responsibility for cookers, fires
and water heaters. Formerly
Sales Promot ion Officer,
Kathleen is a graduate of the
Marketing Institute of Ireland
and was student of the year in
1984.

• Ann~ Dunphy, Advertisingl
PromotIOns Executive, Dublin Gas
Company.

r---------COMPLlMENTARY PASS TO

• Kathleen O'Sullivan, Product
Manager, Dublin Gas Company.

-
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Messe-Kongress-Center
Dusseldorf, Federal Republic of Germany. June 9-12, 1986
Sponsored by Gas Turbine Division, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers with the participation of the Verein
Deutscher Ingenieure (VDIJ and support of the Verband Deutscher Maschinen und Anlagenbau eV. (VDMAl.

-----------------------------------------------------------The 31 st ASME International Gas Turbine
Conference and Exhibit will be held at MesseKongress-Center, Dusseldorf, Federal Republic of
Germany, June 9-12,1986.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers' Gas
Turbine Technical Division will stage one of the largest
exhibitions of gas turbine engines and auxiliary
equipment in its history. In addition, approximately 90
sessions involving some 300 refereed technical papers
will be featured in the Conference.
Free admission to the exhibit hall is included in
Conference registration. However, if you and your
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
DOI: 10.21427/D75X2T
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colleagues would like to visit the exhibits only, just clip
the above complimentary pass and present it at the
Exhibit Registration Desk in Exhibit Hall #4 of the
Messe-Kongress-Center, Dusseldorf. You will be
admitted without charge. If additional free passes are
needed, contact the INTERNATIONAL GAS TURBINE
CENTER in Atlanta, Georgia, USA (Telephone:
404/451-1905, Telex: 707340 IGTC ATLl.
Whether you are a Conference registrant or a guest,
your visit to the 1986 ASME International Gas Turbine
Exhibit will be a beneficial and interesting experience.
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with low flue gas resistence.
High com bust ion efTiciencies,
particularly at low flue !?ps
temperature, can be achieved.
The design concept allows for
easy erection and the sectional
construction provides simple
solutions for problems caused
by restricted access.
A new design detail is the
connection section at the rear
end of the boiler block. It serves
as a flue gas header with
discharge connection, and it
also acts asa ret urn water header
for boiler circulation. If a hot
water storage heater is included
then this section would also
serve as its return header. The
connecting section may be
cleaned from above.
All boile rs are tested in
accordance with technical
specifications of DIN 4702, and
they are suitable for use in
stallations to DIN 4751, part
with maximum flow
temperatures up to 120°C
(Safety limit). The construction
of the boiler corresponds to all
German requirements.
Fuels - Oil: Type EL to DI
51603 (BS 2869 Class D), Gas:
All types using forced draught
burners.
Oil and gas burners - Due to
the boiler's low flue gas

resistance, any oil or gas burner
tested to DIN 4787 or DIN 4788
may beused.
Burners arranged for
balanced start-up, two-stage or
modulating burners are
preferred, as theywillgive better
start conditions.

• Martin Naughton, Executive
Chairman of the Glen Dimplex
Group, who was recently chosen as
the electric industry'sBusinessman of
the Year in the United Kingdom. Glen
Dimplex, whose headquarters is
based in Dunleer, Co. Louth, is one of
Europe's largest ma.~ufacturer of
small electrical appliances. During
1985, the company doubled in size
with the acquisition of three UKbased appliance manufacturers Burco Dean, Morphy Richards and
B/anel/a. The Electrical Industry
Award Scheme is spansored by
Philips; this is theftrst time that it has
been won by an Irishman.

International
Hevac '86
WITH 80% of the available stand space at the National
Exhibition Centre sold to more than 260 exhibitors,
International Hevac '86 is already set to be the largest UK
exhibition for the industry in three years (1985/617).
Exhibition Director Eric Gosden of organisers Industrial and
Trade Fairs reports that UK and overseas companies have
already booked space totalling more than 11,000 m 2 - with new
bookings now coming in every day.
International Hevac '86, taking place at the NEC,
Birmingham, 11-15 May, will be following on from the success of
the 1984 exhibition which attracted almost 24,000 registered
trade visitors. As always a large Irish contingent will form partof
this attendance.

Waterloo's Diffuser
which give up-to-date details
Ranges
both these classic ranges have
been designed in an easily
understandable manner for
specifier and H & V contractor
alike. Product illustrations,
performance data, and full
ordering details are included, as
i information on recent product
modifications which have
further improved the performance ofthese highly successful
ranges.

WATERLOO Air Diffusion
have recently published new
technical brochures describing
two of their longest established
and most frequently specified
ranges of diffusers - the Series
CS continuous slot and the
Series D square/rectangular
diffusers.
The new A4-sized publications
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HEATING CONTROLS
& DEVICES (lRL) LTD.

45 Broomhill Close, Airton Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 52'1533.
N. Ireland OffIce.

HEATING CONTROLS & DEVICES,.LTD. 6 BALLYORAN LANE, DUNDONALD, BELFAST BT16OTL. TEL: 5111
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FOR THE BEST DEAL IN
NEW OR REPLACEMENT PUMPS,
GRUNDFOS HOLD THE TRUMPS

o

•
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1-\01 WA1ER SERVICE
CIRCUlA10R PUMPS

FABRICATED STAINLESS Sl EEL
FOR VITAL PUMP COMPONENTS

\-I

f

Whether for domestic or commercial heating,
Grundfos has an unbeatable hand when it comes to
circulating pumps. A glandless range covering circuits
from 30,000 to 6,000,000 btu·s/hr. Built for smooth, quiet
running and long life, they are the cost effective answer
for new, refurbishment or replacement work.
Find out about our range now, and deal yourself a
winning hand.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
10.21427/D75X2T
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'MULTISPEED' COMMERCIAL
HEATING CIRCULATORS
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GRUNDFOS·~

Grundfos (Ireland) Limited,

Unit 34. Stillorgan Industrial Park.
Blackrock. Co. Dublin. Ireland. Telephone: 01 954 926. Telex: 90544.
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PUMPS

Centrifugal Pumps
Controlling
Their Speed
tem perature.
It is becoming increasingly
accepted to . fit centrifugal
I n the regions under
circulating pumps with
consideration, UK Western and
Central Europe, such curves
automatic control equipment to
have a steep slope when the load
match pump performance to
load requirements. Here H.].
factor is high.
This means that most of the
Demmler* presents a review of
time, out of an average total of
the background and developsome 5,000 to 6,000 hours per
ments which 'have led to this
annum (8760 hours at
present situation.
continuous duty), pumps
The function of circulating
operate at load factors below
pumps is to generate a flow
50% and consequently are
required to heat or cool
oversized for actual duty
buildings to maintain conditions
requirements.
that are conducive to human
Two further problems add to
comfort or demanded by
this aggravation. Firstly, pumps
products or processes.
may become oversized due to
The energy required to make
up for transmission losses
improvements in thermal
during the heating season or to
insulation of buildings and
secondly the well established,
remove excess heat gained
during the summer is, in most
though doubtful practict. of
applying too many factors of
cases, transported by a
respective mass of liquid,
safety for head circulation
results in the selection of pumps
circulated and distributed via a
with higher rather than lower
pipe system by circulating
capacit ies.
pumps. The amount ofenergy to
The remedies ollered by
be transferred from a heat
manufacturers were to: reduce
source to a heat sink depends
size of impellers; lowerthe speed
basically on the quantity,
of motors; throttle the pipe
density and the specific heat of
system by means of oritice plates
the liquid being handled and the
or valves;or provide pumps with
temperature difference at both
integral adjustable bypass
sides of the heat sink (radiator
devices.
system, water chiller plants etc).
All ofthese measures, because
Emphasis here is placed on
of being either too cost
the aspect of heating services
intensive, conducive to noise
because of their predominant
generation or energy-wasting,
role in the regions under survey.
can, in retrospect, only be
But, considerations relating to
looked upon as stations on the
chilled water or condenser water
road to a more convenient and
services are basically identical.
more efficient means of control.
Circulating pumps must be
New methods had to be
selected to handle a performance
found, particularly during the
that suits maximum demand
last 12 years, to comply with the
minimum design outside
new awareness of good energy
temperatures. However, such
management and to cope with
conditions exist for only very
the added problems encountered
few days of those when heating
with the use of thermostatic
must normally be provided.
radiator valves (required by
The relationship between
legislation in some European
actual and design load
countries) and their wide-spread
conditions can be defined by the
installation in existing systems.
load factor (phi) for any day of
Two main criteria of ellective
the year or any locality based on
and efficient pump control
local weather data over the
evolved:
whole heating season.
to harmonise a pump's
The load factor is calculated
performance to the actual
from phi == (Ti-Ta) (Ti-Tm)
specified peak load duty;
where: Ti is indoor design
- to match pump performance
temperature; Ta is actual
continuously to the ever
outdoor temperature; Tm IS
changing
mimimum
design
outdoor
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin,
1986 load conditions at

partial duties.
These requirements established, pump manufacturers
develo'ped and introduced
glandless pumps with variable
speed motors, whose required
speed could be manually
selected from two, three or fourspeed settings available. Thus,
the basic requirement - to be
able to harmonise pump
performance to a relatively large
duty range - has been largely
fulfilled.
Variable speed operation of
pumps has always been
considered one of the most
econom ic a nd ellective means of
varying pump performance.
Thi is because of the special
physical relationship of speed to
volume, head and drive power
requirements, which are as
follows:
- volume rate of flow varies
directly as the change in speed.
- head varies as the square of
the change in speed drive power
requirement varies as thecubeof
the change in speed.
Positive reaction to these
variable-speed pumps soon led
to pump manufacturers
introducing automatic switchgear to convert manual speed
change-over to automatic,
acting on either timer or loadsensitive control. Fourvariables
may be used for control:
Time - where switching occurs,
either on/off or changes of
speed, in such cases where
regularly occurring low-load
periods can be safely foreseen.
Differential pressure - here
switching is actuated on changes
due to throttling within the pipe
system; preferably applicable to
variable - volume circulation
with constant or modulating
flow temperatures.
.
Temperature '-- to provide
switching in constant - or
variable volume systems
operating with outside
tempera ture-compensa ted
modulating flow temperatures.
Temperature differences between
flow and return - to provide
switching in constant-volume,
constant temperature systems.
Selecting the load-sensitive
signal that is most indicative of

load variations depends entirely
on the kind of circulating
system, and must be decided for
each individual case.
The performance variations
and subsequent drive power
savings will depend on the
available range between pump
curves at highest and lowest
speed settings. Theoretically,
the larger the speed reduction,
the greater the power savings
available. Experience however,
has proved that a reduction
down to 60%ofmaximum speed
is ideal - bearing in mind the
square relationship of head
changes
to ensure
maintenance of full heat
distribution to all parts of the
system and proper function of
automatic system controls such
as thermostatic throttling
valves.
Automatic'speed-step-control
gear ofTered by the various
pump manufacturers is
normally restricted to use in
conjunction with pumps of their
own make.
Mulit-speed pumps have,
however, been available for a
number of years and have been
installed in large numbers, this
representing a vast potential for
refurbishing existing pumping
plants. Ease of conversion is,
then, of prime importance;
control equipment is justifiably
beingjudged by howeasilyit can
be used for retrofits, simple
plug-in methods for electrical
wiring connections being the
best solution.
Some 12 million circulating
pumps are in operation in West
Germany alone. Adding those
installed in the UK and
elsewhere on the central and
western continent, the estimated
total may well exceed 25 million.
The vast majority of these are
driven by constant-speed
motors of the gland less or fanventilated types. They are
mostly in relatively good order.
I Thus,
thei r replacement by
multi-speed motors is likely to
be economically justified.
They would in many cases
have originally been generously
sized, aswas usual practice in the
sixties and early seventies. Also, 9
Irish H&JI News, April 1986
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subsequent building revovations
and improved thermal
insulation will, in many cases,
have further reduced heating
loads, so the vast majority of
these pumps now operate at
levels far in excess of the duties
now required. This has had
subsequent effects on the
economy of operation and the
generation of objectionable
flow noise.
It is this market for which
manufacturers of pumps and
controls have, during the last
two years, commenced to make
available infinitely-variable
speed control equipment.
Again, certain requirements
had to be met:
- suitability to equip standard
constant or variable speed
motors of any make or type:
- conversion of existing plants
to be as easy and convenient as
possible without the need for
extensive alterations to existing
electrical and mechanical
services:
- to provide a means of speed
control without incurring
further losses to pump and
overall pia nt efficiencies or
affecting normal plant life
expectancies;

'
A
I'

All I.

I

'
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- control equipment to be
suitable, firstly toselecta revised
top curve lowerthan the original
constant-speed curve of the
pump to suit the actual revised
maximum load requirements.
And, then to infinitely vary the
motor speed downwards in line
with actual load requirements
towards a minimum curve at
approximately 60% of original
nominal motor speed under the
command of a load-inductive
sensor.
Such requirements rule out the
use ofsuch classic speed controls
as fluid drives, pole-changing,
dc or any other special motors.
Two speed control methods
conforming to the above
requirements have now emerged
a nd are widely applied. The first
is to vary the voltage output to
the motor by means of
electronically controlled phaseangle modulation. And, the
second is to vary the frequency
- and simultaneously voltage
- of the power supply to the
motor using static frequency
con ve rters a od elect ron ic
controls.
Both methods are being
applied succe sfully, Voltage
control, being less expensive, is

mainly used to control singlephase motors a nd smaller threephase motors up to 1-5kW
(glandless pumps) or 0.55kW
(fan-ventilated motors).
Frequency controls are
offered in sizes capable of
controlling three-phase motors
up to IIOkW. All units are
available for wall or panel
mounting, those for motors up
to 3kW as fully packaged units
incorporating control section
and frequency converters,
whilst systems to control larger
motors consist of separate
control box (or panel) and oilfilled static frequency converters
for independent !loor mounting.
The trend towards ever more
compact systems will continue,
the latest development having
been the change-over from oilfilled to dry, air-cooling
frequency converters. In linr
with this, it can be foreseen that
in the near future completely
packaged systems will be
available to control motors up
toanincluding IIOkW.

* H. J. Demmler works Wilh the
Technical Department of Wilo
Pumps Lld. Limerick.

IrishH&VNews,Apri1l986

WILO Engineering recently
introduced a new range of cold
water boosters as part of their
continued expansion ofthe Wilo
product range for building
services. The H WA senes IS a
small compact single pump
booster for applications havmg
a low !low requirement. With a
max flow rate of 15 G PM, It IS
ideally suited for use in private
households.
The CW series is a si ngl e
pump unit with !low rates up to
26G.P.M. anddeliveryheads
to a maximum of 260 feet. T "
range i ideal for applications
where a stand-by pump is not
required.
Both the HWA and the CW
series have fully automatic
onloff switching and come
complete with pressure vessel,
pressure guage, motor overload
protection with manual re-set
button and the nece sary pipe

-

The Armstrong Pumps range of eqUipment is the result of years of experience
plus the very latest in modern technology - perfect for your system.
To find out more telephone (0206) 579491

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
Peartree Road, Stanway, Colchester, Essex C03 5JX. Telephone: (0206) 579491
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work and fittings forconnection
to either copper or galvanised
steel pipe systems.
For systems where a stand-by
pump is necessary Wilo have
introduced the CO Range.
Fabricated throughout in
stainless steel piping and cast
bronze fittings, the units art
designed wit h energy conservation as a primary consideration.
Normally booster units
consist of two pumps
(duty/stand by) with one pump
capable of meeting the total
demand.
The Wilo system is a
combination of from two to six
pumps. Each pump is rated at
the same output. Depending on
the flow requirement the unit
will only run the number pumps
required to give the exact flow
requirement.
This results in saving on
electrical energy and also
prevents the pumps from
shunting on low water demand.
Each unit has a standby pump
which cycles with the duty
pumps thus preventing the
standby pump from being
unused for long periods.
The Wilo CO range is the

sen ible solution for hydropneumatic pressure-boosting
and water supply problems in
residential and administrative
buildings, schools, hospitals
and hotels as well as indu trial
areas and factories.
Wilo Engineering also has
available probably the most
extensive range of heating,
chilled water a nd secondary hot
water pumps in Ireland. The P
range and the S range are
glandless heating pumps, all of
which have 4-speed motors and
range in size from I inch(25mm)
up to 5 inch (125mm). They are
suitable for operating insystems
up to 130°C (140°C on larger P
range). Dual versions DOP/DOS
are also available.
The Wilo Drangeofglandless
circulators are full open bore
pumps ideally suited to gravity
flow sy~tems. Wilo bronze
bodied secondary water pumps
(Z Range) are suitable in izes
from 1'1" up to 3" (80mm).
The Wilo mechanical seal
rangeofpumps(IP Range) are
inline pumps suitable for
applications in either Heatingor
Chilled Water circuits. Each
pump has a range of operating
temperatures of -10°C up to

140°C as a standard feature.
Sizes range from 11/ 1 inch
(40mm) up to 6 inch (I50mm).
Dual versions in the DP
range are available as are endsuction pumps in the Band
orm ranges. All Wilo
mechanical seal pumps are
specifically designed for
'Juilding services and therefore
no special noise prevention
measures are necessary. Wilo
also have available sump pumps
(TM Range) as well as a

comprehensive programme of
swimming pool and sewage
handling equipment.
A full range of Wilo motor
protections and automatic
speed controllers are available
from Wilo in Limerick.
Complete details on all Wilo
products are available from:
Wilo Engineering Company,
Raheen Industrial Estate,
Limerick. (Tel: 061 27566);
Telex: 70002.

Grundfos For Reliability
ALL too often, the material
chosen for a particular
component or product is
controlled by man's ability to
machine it.
Stainless steel is the ideal
material for many pump
components ifhigh standards of
reliability and efficiency are to
be achieved but it isan extremely
difficult material to handle.
For many years, Grundfos
have developed their own
advanced production processes
that today enable them to
fabricate so many key

components from stainless steel.
This, coupled with the dedication
of their work force, is what helps
to make Grundfos a leader in the
pump field.
The current Grundfos range
of submersible pumps constit ute
a major breakthrough in pump
design and construction,
offering units made almost
entirely from stainless steel.
The use of this material in the
fabrication of light yet strong
and corrosion-free components
has enabled Grundfos to rethink submersible pump design

WILO PUMPING PERFECTION

From the foremost range of pumps for building services

IPn-Series

DPn-Series

Inline industrial circulating pumps
Flow rates up to 77 lis· Heads up to 750 kPa
Max. flow temperatures: 140°C

Dual inline industrial circulating pumps
Flow rates up to 220 lis . Heads up to 400 kPa
Max. flow temperatures: 140°C

Iw."ol
The perfect pump

Wilo Engineering Co.

Raheen Industrial Estate
Limerick
Te1. (061) 27566 . Telex 28202
Telefax (061) 29017
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and construction, resulting in
for a wide range of industrial
the achievement of new
and domestic applications has
standards of operational
been achieved by the advanced
efficiency.
concept and compact, easy-toThe reliability of these
install design of the pumps. The
outstanding pum ps makes them
high reliability, component
equally suitable for municipal
standardisation factor and
and domestic water supply as
unique material specification
well as a variety of jobs within
make this range of pumps
industry, agriculture and
particularly suitable for
horticulture.
applications with low maintenDuring the development
ance requirements.
stage of these pumps, particular
Typical applications for the
attention was paid to achievinga
CP/CR range include boosting
high degree of operational
water supply, steam boiler feed,
reliability and efficiency.
Simplicity of design, coupled
with standardisation of
components, has ensured that
once the pumps have been
installed and operating for long
periods, routine maintenance is
reduced to an absolute
minimum.
ACTIVE on a national basis for
The necessity to carry an
over 30 years, H R Holfeld
extensive range of spares has
(Hydraulics) Ltd -a memberof
been eliminated and often a
the H R Holfeld Group major overhaul consisting of established and introduced the
stripping the pump down to its
principal pump manufacturers
component form, can be carried
into Ireland. Holfeld Pumps
out quickly and simply, with
offers contractors and clients a
only the minimum offacilities.
substantial selection of pumps
Today the range of pumps
from reliable agencies for a wide
available stretches from the
variety of pumping applications.
small domestic units, that fit
The company acts as
into a 4" borchole, right upto the
representa tives, manufacturers,
larger indust rial units requi ring
assemblers, agents, system
10" boreholes and capable of designers, installers and service
giving flows up to 44 litres per.
contractors for manufacturers
second with heads in excess of
with lines suita ble for all heating
and vent ilating a pplications. As
500 metres.
In recognition of the
one genuine supplier for all
outstanding quality of this
your pumping application,
product range, the company has
Holfeld Pumps actively
been awarded the Danish
promotes its portfolio
Industrial Award for Outstandth roughout the 32 counties from
the Head Office in Dublin and
ing Design.
.
For many applications In
established bases in BeU'ast and
industry, mechanical services,
Cork.
The company supplies
agriculture and even the home,
primarily Grundfos Pumps for
centrifugal pumps have been the
which it acts as the principal
'workhouse' of mankind for
distributor throughout the
many, many years. From farms
Greater Leinster area. Multito factories, from hospitals to
stage centrifugal pumps from
homes, centrifugal pumps are
the CPand CR range suitable for
continually at work.
water boosting, liquid transfer
In 1952,Grundfosintroduced
in industry, boiler feed
their unique range ofCPvertical
application, high pressure washmulti-stage pumps and since
down pumps and ejector
then, this range of products has
systems. The CR4, CR 16 and
become the market leader and
CR60 pumps are the newest
trendsetter for efficient, reliable
additions to the Grundfos
and quiet-running operation.
range, available in all stainless
Continual product development
led in 1972 to the introductionof steel or bronze execution for
the CR range, a development of special applications.
Single stage in-line pumps
the earlier pumps, incorporating
many more components
from the LM/LP range, heating
fabricated from stai nless steel
circulators from the light
and providing even higher
commercial range UPS20-60 an
standards of efficiency and
UP42-42 multi-speed commerreliability.
cial heating circulators from the
UMS and UPS range a nd the SP
The universal acceptance of
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
range submersible borehole
Grundfos multi-stage pumps

irrigation systems, boosting
pressure for chlorinators and
high presure wash-away
services.
Another development of the
centrifugal pumps manufactured
by Grundfos has been the recent
introduction of the in-line and
end suction pumps, LM/LP and
NM/NP, again featuring key
components, like impellers,
manufactured from stainless
steel.
Today Grundfos is one of the
largest manufacturers of small

centrifugal pumps and include
in their range special versIOns,
like the CRN pump, made
almost entirely of stainless steel
for handling a variety of
corrosive fluids and the SPK
range of semi-submersible units
widely used throughout
industry.
Details from Grundfos
(Ireland) Ltd., Unit 34A,
Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Tel:
954926.

Holfeld - Single Source
For All
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pump suitable for 4" to 10"
diameter bore holes, all supplied
with stainless steel shafts and
impellers, have been successful
installed throughout an
impressive list of projects in the
32 counties in Ireland. TheJP445 Jetpump which is a portable
elf-priming unit, suitable for
DIY, submersible high pressure
booster modules and the latest
in solar power deepwell
ubmersible pum ping systems,
are recent additions to the
Grundfos range. The a ward
win ning
K P range of
submersible drainage pumps
with stainless steel casing are
particularly competitively
priced.
Loewe supply twin circulating
and in-line pumps for industrial
applications, where flow rates
are exten ive and water
temperature up to 14()OC can be
handled.
Calpeda can supply centrifugal close-coupled pumps from
their M and MDseriesofend
suction constructi on pumps,
with radical flow impellers of
shrouded type in cast iron or
brass, volute casings in cast iron
and radial discharge nozzles.
Bronze and stainless steel
construction are available for
corrosive applications. These
ranges are particularly
competitive against known
competitors where pricing is of
great importance.
.
Holfeld Pumps manufacturers
and assembles and Holpak
range of pump systems
incorporating cold water
packaged booster sets, fire hose
reel sets, twin fuel oil transfer
sets and hot water pressurisation
sets. Each range is coverd by an
individual sales leaflet. Through
it subsidiary H R Holfeld
(Exports) Ltd., the company
actively promotes the Holpak
range throughout the Middle

East and various Far East
countries. Since 1978 an
impressive list of project
references have been establish
internationally.
Holfeld Pumps also designs
and manufactures the deepwell
and shallow well systems, washdown sets and fluid handling
pump systems under the trade
names Jetpak and Waterpak.
All the company's manufacturing programme is promoted
under the "Guaranteed Irish"
banner and offers clients a
genuine reason to support home
industry and an Irish controlled
company.
The consulting engineer,
pecifier, contractor and
in taller can procure most of hIS
pump requirements covering a
wide variety of capacities and
heads, viscosities and cold and
hot liquids from Holfeld Pumps.
For further information or a
copy of the latest catalog
contact the Sales Section or
Holfeld Pumps, (Tel: 0 1887361)
which has been providing vital
back-up and technical.
information on all aspects of
pumping based on experience..
Due to an extending range of
supply and an increasing
customer base, four staff now
handle field sales. Maurice
Dore, ational Sales Manager,
has application experience to suit
your pumping requirements.

ARMSTRONG
-INVESTING
FOR GROWTH
ARMSTRONG Pumpsisoneof
the few companies in the heating
and ventilating trade to have
made a profit every year for the
last ten years. The result ofth is is
a high level of re-investment in
equipment, stock, computer
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Established in 1949 the H.R. HOLFELD GROUP of Companies is active in Ireland as diversified Engineering
Product Specialists. Employing over 60 staff, the Group operates on a National basis through its Head Office in
Dublin and established bases in Belfast and Cork. The HOLPAK range of Packaged Water Pumpsets has been
manufactured by HOLFELD PUMPS for over 30 years. An extensive ref~rence list of HOLPAK installations has
been establjshed throughout Ireland in Agriculture, Chemical, Heating and Ventilating, Industrial, Irrigation,
Water and Waste Treatment applications. Exporting since 1978, an impressive Project List of HOLPAK
installations exists throughout the Middle East, United Kingdom and the Far East. Accepted and respected by
Consulting Engineers, Specifiers, Contractors and Installers, HOLPAK has been established as a Packaged
Pump System with an international reputation.

The HOLPAK range of Packaged Automatic Cold Water
Pressure Booster Sets is designed for installation wherever
water pressure must be raised to provide adequate distribution
throughout the entire system.
HOLPAK Booster sets are to be found in hospitals, hotels, highrise buildings, housing compounds, schools, factories or
indeed any situation where existing facilities result in too low
pressure or flow rate. The Standard HOLPAK range is the result of
30 years experience in the design and manufacture of purposebuilt booster systems. Each set is self-contained, fully
automatic packaged unit which requires the minimum of
maintenance to give many years of trouble-free operation.
HOLPAK systems consist of either two, three or more individual
pump and motor units which operate independently of one
another and react immediately to fulfil system demand.

HOLPAK Fire Hose Reel Booster systems are fully automatic fire fighting sets specifically designed to provide a front
line defence against costly outbreaks of fire. Requirements
of Local Water Authorities or Fire Brigades increasingly
prohibit the use of mains water to supply hose reel installations.
here this is the case, a separate pumping system must be used.
HOLPAK systems are designed for installations complying
with BS 5306 Part 1 1975 and meet th~ London Fire Brigade
Regulations which call for an individual pump capacity of
2.3 LIS (30 IGPM). They also comply with F.O.C. and NFPA
recommendations.

HOLFELD Twin Oil Transfer Sets are
specifically designed for both the Domestic and
Industrial Heating fields.
Each HOLFELD Twin Oil Transfer Set consists of
two pumps, either Gear pumps or Liquid Ring
Self Priming pumps, depending on application
and viscosity of liquid to be pumped.
APPLICATIONS
* For systems where gravity feed to the burner is
not possible.
* Where systems to operate satisfactorily require
pressure 'Over a wide range of fuel conditions.

HO FELD QUAUTY PUMPS
FOR FULL DETAILS PLEASE SEND FOR OUR FULLY ILLUSTRATED BROCHURES

HOLFELD

Ta PUMPS

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986
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2-4 Merville Road, Stillorgan, Dublin, Ireland.
Telephone (24 hours) 01-887361. Telegrams HOLFELD Dublin.
Telex 24482 HLFD El, 25156 HLFD El.
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systems and personnel.
A particular boost to the
investment programme was
provided in November last year
by an order from the Middle
The annual refrigeration
East for pumps and spares
exhibition/dinner was held
totalling over two and a half
once again in the Green Isle
million pounds sterling,
Hotel recently and proved to
Armstrong completed delivery
be the most successful to
of this, their largest ever single
date. The exhibition itself
order, in March. This was
was well supported and
achieved by taking the bold step
attended with the dinner
of installing a completely new
attracting a staggering 400
pump assembly and automatic
people. Principal organisers
paint spraying line and
and exhibitors were:reorganising the shop loading
RSL (Ireland) Ltd. who
systems to renect the increased
showed examples from their
levels of activity.
broad range of refrigeration
The Armstrong success story
and airconditioning comdoes not slOp there. In addition
ponents including specific
to the export success they have
displays on the following:been carving away at their
Alco controls; Armaflex
competitors shares of the
pipe insulation; Bitzer,
domestic market during the past
Maneurop and Danfoss
two years; seeing increases in
Compressors; Baltimore
their own UK sales figures of
Aircoil Refrigeration proover 20% in each -and theyare
ducts; Ranco controls; Kuba
well on their way to repeating
coolers and condensers;
the achievement again this year,
Fermod cold room hardware;
with a first quarter improvement
ICI
refrigerants; Castel
(traditionally Armstrong's
products; Robinair, Ritchie,
quietest period) approachIng
Rothenberger and Kane-May
this 20% figure.
(tools and test equipment).
Armstrong's
orthern
Highlight of the display
Ireland agents - Sermet (UK)
were models from the range
Ltd have shared in the
of Bitzer screw compressors
succe s increasing their pump
which have been highly
sales st~adily over the last five
successful since their
year
and this year. are
launch.
anticipating a turnover m .the
Following the recent
region of four times that of Just
announcements, J J Sampson
four years ago.
& Son Ltd. showed the new
Nota ble Sermet achievements
range of Danfoss electronic
have been the securing of orders
control components for
to supply a package ofpum~ing
refrigeration systems. These
and booster equipment for lour
include;
new hospitals in Algeria,
(a)
Danfoss electronic
through a major Belfast based
evaporating pressure regulcontractor, belt drive pumps for
ator system (type EKS
Belfast Castle (where Arm67 /K VQ) wh ich ensu res
strong's compact design proved
accuracy of media regulation
advantageous in a tIght
temperature better than ±
installation) and microprocessor
0.5 0 C;
controlled pre surisation
(b) Danfoss electronically
equipment and twin in-line
controlled expansion valve
pump sets for The Royal
system (type EKS 65/TQ/
Victoria Hospital.
PHTQ) with advanced PI
Armstrong are not resting on
regulation for rapid. and
their laurels, however; they have
precise control of liqUid
already developed a new range
injection in finned evaporaof belt drive pumps, retammg
tors and liqUid cooler
compactness of design, but
designed for direct expansion;
im proving efficiency over the
(c) Danfoss electronic backold models, and a completely
pressure regulators (type
new twin head in-line pump for
EKS-61/CVQ/PM and EPT
use on medium to light
71/CVQ/PM for industrial
commercial circulation.
applications with temperaExamples from both of these
ture/pressure control accurranges will be on show at
acy of better than ± 0.25 0 C or
International HEVAC with a
± 0.1 oC respectively.
formal launch of literature and
Also on diplay was the
production models expected in
range of existing Danfoss
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
June.
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components of solenoid
valves, thermostats, pressure
switches, driers, sight
glasses, main valves,
capacity regulators, compressors and condensing
units.
Fridge Spares launched
their new 140-page catalogue
and price list at the
exhibition.

The main emphasis on
their stand was on the
Frigopol range 0 f co mpres.
so rs and con d ensl'ng units
and the Glacial range o~
evaporators and air-coo le
condensers. Fridge Spares
have the sole agency for
Frigopol products for the ~2
.
'th Its
counties. Fngopol,
WI
unique Separating Hood,

• Tony Glynn, Prince O'Barren, with Claire Mullin, Sandra Gilgan, and
Robert Mullin, A rtic Refrigeration.

• Harry and Miriam Bryan, M&B Refrigeration with Susan and Bruno
Panetta, Thermo-Logic Ltd.

.• Dick and Bobbie Smith, Auto Zero Ltd.

14
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(Dinner

• Oneo/theHRP Tables.

• Fridge Spares: The Byrne/amily pictured together in the/oyer o/the hotel prior to the Dinner.

• One o/the J J Sampson tables.
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made from 0.2 mm chrome
nickel steel, separates the
refrigeration part of the
compressor from the
electrical part of the drive
motor with a gas tight seal.
Thus electrical problems are
isolated from the refrigeration
system.
The Glacial range of
evaporators and ai r-cooled
condensers for which Fridge
Spares have sole agency for
in the Republic of Irelandand
the UK has gained a
reputation of being a very
high quality and competitive
product. Glacial, manufactured in Belgium, through
their distributors Fridge
Spares, now holds a large
percentage of the Irish
market for commercial and
light industrial evaporators
and condensers.
Also shown wasa selection
of the vast range of tools,
equipment, controls and
fittings also supplied by
them.
HRP Walker, the refrigeration wholesale division of
Walker Air Conditioning, are
sole distributors for such
leading brand names as
Prestcold semi-hermetic
condensing units and
compressors and Searle
Manufacturing, a company
specialising in heat transfer
equipment, which includes a
wide range of commercial
and industrial direct
expansion coolers suitable
for refrigerant R.12, R.22 and
R.502.
They also manufacture a
wide range of air condensers
and dry air coolers.
Comprehensive stocks of
this equipment are available
from both branches.
Otherexclusiveequipment
is Aspera hermetic condensing units and compressors
from the world's largest
refrigeration compressor
manufacturer in Italy.
HRP Walker offers a
complete range of components and equipment to meet
all demands of the refrigeration contracting industry. In
fact, they are the only
wholesaler offering refrigeration,
air-conditioning
and allied products such as
humidifers,dehumidifers, air
filtration, water circulating
pump, packaged liquid
chiller to the refrigeration
trade, backed up by full
technical support.
Irish H & V News, April 1986
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George Monson - A
Rare Interview
This year has been designated
"Monergy
Year" - a publicity
excuse to mount a year-long campaign
in an attempt to get across to Northern
Ireland's industry the benelits ofenergy
saving.
By one of those odd twists of fate,
1986 is also the year that George
Monson has chosen to go into semiretirement. He has been Managing
Director of George Monson and Sons,
the firm which has carried out many ot
Northern Ireland's major projects and
has led a major role in the industry
throughout Ireland for 53 years.
For H&V News coincidence proved
reason enough to interview Monson,
who normally grants few such
interviews to the press.
The statistics behind Monson's
lengthy career are impressive to say the
least. He was born in County
Westmeath and educated in Dublin,
finally ending up at Trinity College. His
career began in the early 1930's and in
1933 came involvement in the first
automatic oil installation in Ireland it was in a County Westmeath hospital.
The Second World War did not bring
a complete halt to Monson's career. His
war record incl uded time in Belfast Fire
Department at a time when the city was
blitzed. The water system could not
cope with the demands made upon it
and static water tanks were erected and
pumped above ground from sources,
such as the River Lagan along the
streets. Monson was in the thick of this
work.
After the war he became a
, representative of Craigley Boilers with
whom he has been associated ever
since. Over the years he built up the firm
which was to become George Monson
and Sons and which was to have
completed work with many of the
major names in the country - Harland
and Wolf shipyard, Shorts and the
Mater Hospitals in both Dublin and
Belfast, for example.
The firm had several locations in
East Belfast but has been based in Ards

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
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Peninsula for the last 12 years or so and
it was there that we caught up with its
founder. We found him "up to his eyes"
in work and although the dates of his
career development place him a man in
his senior years, it is quite easy to forget
that Monson is 70 years of age.
Business quite obviously agrees with
him and he seemed to strive on work.
With such a long time at the head of his
own business, and an even longer
period in the heating industry, had he
learnt any secrets to the business?
Regarding his own particular line of
work he prided himself on the fact that
G.W. Monson and Sons puts a lot of
importance on consultation and cooperation with the engineers involved,
citing the tremendous amount of work
that was carried out before the Mater
Hospital's work in Dublin could get
underway.
And lessons about the business in
general?
"It's all to do with doing the job at a
reasonable price and backing your
work up with service. The way to get the
customers is to do a good job and to do
it well."
The "Monergy Year" comes at a
time when he is about tq go into semiretirement and suggests that the powers
that be are increasingly aware of the
proper use of energy, if the Province's
industry is not. Mr Monson believes
that it is a cause which is concerning
more people.
"I think industry is more conscious
of the cost of heating - the percentage
cost of heating compared to 30 years
ago is far greatersothe inefficient use of
heating is all the more disasterous these
days," he says.
He does believe however that the
message still hasa way to goyetand that
both the small businessman and the
large industrialist needs to be made

aware of the efficient energy message.
What did he think were the main faults
which still have to be overcome?
"Bad initial design, poor
maintainence and failure to
comprehend the need for proper
insulation of structures, pipes and the
like. Those seem to be the main
problems," he asserts.
Although he has been in the business
over half a century, George Monson
does not think that the heating and
ventilation trade has changed as much
as other businesses have. While the
have been major technica
developments, he believes the basic
facts have remained the same.
But what of his thoughts for the
future? While Northern Ireland may be
more energy conscious, it has lost its gas'
and it does look as if there are problems
ahead. It was a point Mr Monson
echoed:
"I think it has to be admitted that
Northern Ireland will always be in
dearer energy situation. There is no
doubt about that."
.
What about other energy sources
such as oil? "Oil will not run out in our
lifetime. I hope that does not sound too
dogmatic; people who make statements
like that are often proved wrong. But I
do believe that we will have oil for the
next 50 years," he said.
And of the economy in general? "
cannot say I am happy with the way
things are going. We are so tied to the
international situation. It's difficult to
know what is happening. They say we
have reached the bottom of the slump
but I wonder?"
Whatever the coming years bring,
George Monson will not be too far
away from where the action will be.
Although retiring as Managing
Director, he is toremain with his firm as
Chairman, consultant and as a

Sermet Celebrate Ten
Years

Sam Ramsey, Director of the company.
During the reception an exhibi tion of
products from the companies they
represent was on display. The
Hillsborough-based company aimed
their exhibition at the heating ad
ventilating industry, building services,
M&E consultants and contractors.

Sermet (NI) Ltd celebrated their tenth
anniversary at a reception in the
Stewart suite of the Culloden Hotel
recently. Guests were welcomed by Jim
McFadden, Managing Director and
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Director. His sons Roderick, a heating
specialist; David, a water specialist and
Trevor, the firm's accountant, also
work with the family business so the
name of Mon on will still figure largely
in the industry.
But whatofMrMonsonsenior?Both
he and his wife Enid have a love of
horses and are both international
showjumpingjudges. "I am thinking of
giving that up. When you get to that
level of involvement it is no holiday
either," said Mr Monson.
But, with seven grandchildren and
his continuing interests, one gets the
Impression that George Monson will
continue to make the best use of energy
- both his own and the industry's.

solid fuel room heater. Scopfield &
Sons Ltd had a working section of the
Mulltibetan underfloor heating system,
while Calor concentrated on the new
market which will result in the closure
of the Tuam Gas system. Bradley
Borless were represented an the G. W.
Monson stand while Potter Cowan
introduced the P.A.G.E. chimney

systems.
Carlow based Thermo-Air (Ireland)
Ltd displayed on their distributor
McCaig Collins' stand. Alanwood
Boiler Services had one of the largest
stands displaying the activities of this
company in the boiler field and these
together with many Items combined to
produce a first class exhibition.

ThomEMI
Mobile Display

I

Mr Philip Johnson, Regional Manager
tor Thorn E.M.I. acted as host when the
Thorn E.M.1. Mobile display caravan
toured the Province recently.
Litton Group the Lisburn based
heating contractors have moved into
their new manufacturing and office
corn plex at Young Street. 'In addition to
the publication sector necessary in their
hea ting and ventila ting business there is
an area specially fitted out for chimney
construction. Litton hold the licence
101' ANKI chimney systems.
Harold Manning, Chairman of
McGregan & Manning acted as host to
representatives of the track and a
"Pegler" evening in the Culloden
Hotel. A large party from "Peglers"
introduced to those present their new
developments in the valve ranges
incl uding central heating and engineers
valves. Also on display was a wide
range of taps from the standard to the
luxury finish.
'
Don White, formerly with the Coal
Advisory Service has joined Scandia
Flues & Fires (N .1.) Ltd distribu torsJor
Iso-Kaern pumice chimney systems.
The 1985 Heat & Power was combined
with Building Services exhibition to fill
the old Londonderry hall plus its new
extension of equal size.
During the week of the exhibition
large crowds (with the inevitable
exception of the Monday) visited the
show.
The colourful stands included
representatives of many of the majors
like Babcock Power for the first time
under the I.E.S. banner, Stane Danks
with Henry R. Cyton.
Guarantee Britan Services
introduced the new range of Dunphy
busines and Unidare and new Uniglow
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• Haynes Coils have recently developed a new range oflo wprofile coolers which hasattraetedconsiderable
interest on the exhibition cir~lIit this y~ar. The company claims that the coolers incorporate design
elem~nts IIn.eqllalled !~r the p~/ce. These mclllde greater storage area, easy accessibility and optionalfin
spacmgs, With capactftes rangmgfrom 3,500 to 48,000 Btll/hr on 1000F TD at-10"F. Defrosting is optional
with electric, hot gas/cool vapollr or reve
cycle. These new prodllcts are the latest addition to Haynes'
already comprehensive cataloglle ofcoil-b ed prodllcts.

Trox, the ~nternationalleadersin air distribution technology, require
an Agent In Northern Ireland for th
range of products allied to the
building services industry.
If you already have contacts with building services designers,
contractors, consultants and architects and would like to represent a
company with a proven record in sales, a superior product range
backed by modern manufacturing processes, please contact Mr. T.
Farthing, Sales Director on Thetford (0842) 4545 or write in
confidence to:

_

~

Trox Brothers Limited
Caxton Way, Thetford, Norfolk, IP24 380.
Telephone: (0842) 4545. Telex: 81442.
Telefax: (0842) 63051.

AN AIR OFAUTHORITY
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Computer Projects Award
In 1985 Reconair offered to
present awards, under the
auspices of CIBSE, to third
level students for computer

Student Visit
To Glasgow
With the aid of a subvention
from the CIBSE/Republic of
Ireland branch, a group of 12
building services students
from the College of
Technology Bolton Street
visited Glasgow in February
on an educational tour.
The itinerary included the
new Scottish Exhibition
Centre, the University of
Strathclyde and Tennent
Caledonian Brewery.

• CIBSE/Reconair Student Award: John Cuthbert, J Cuthbert & Associates
with Fred Cooney Reconair; Oliver Nulty, Head of Environmental Science
Dept., Bolton St; Don Byrne, Bolton Street, with the award winning students.

CIBSE FORTHCOMING EVENTS
April 4th
May 2nd-4th
May8th
May12th
June 13th-15th

Inauguration of Eoin Kenny as CIBSE President, in london.
Meeting with N.!. Branch CIBSE, Bangor.
Annual General Meeting, Engineers Club,Dublin.
ladies Evening, Royal SI. George Yacht Club, Dun laoire.
ASHRAE/CIBSE Weekend Conference,
Nuremore Hotel, Carrickmacross.

Technical
Evening on
Leisure
Centres

Conference in Dublin later
this year.
It is proposed to develop

this presentation more fully
in next month's issue of this
magazine.

Mr Martin Eleder, Director of
Leisure Services for Belfast
City Council, presented a
paper on the Development
and Administration of
Norther Ireland's many
leisure centres.
This paper was seen as a
rehearsal of his scheduled
contribution to the ASHRAE

SE/ T
1986
T AW
• rcs Evening: Jack Dodd, rcs Controls,
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
presenting Larry Burke with his first place award.
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• P J Doylewith Martin Elder and Paddy C/onan, CIBSE,
Chairman at the leisure centre evening.

associated projects with
specific application to the
Building Services Industry.
The Regional Colleges,
U nive rsities, National Institute for Higher Education and
the Colleges of Technology
were advised of the awards
and requested to submit
entries.
Bolton Street
College of Technology
building services students
were the only ones to put
forward papers - seven of
which were of a sufficiently
high standard for consideration.
The inagural presentation
of these awards took place at
the Institution of Engineers.
The three finalists, in orderof
merit, and their respective
programmes were: Paul Daly
- duct attenuation calculations; Peter McGrath radiator selection and
pricing and Mark Britton chimney sizing calculations.

TCS/
CIBSE
AWARDS
The three finalists in the
CIBSEITCS student competition
presented ten minute synopses
of their papers at a CIBSE
technical evening held on the
10th April at the College of
Technology Bolton Street.
The first speaker was Mr
Michael Wall who outlined the
construction and commissioning
of a desalination plant, using
reverse osmosis, erected in
conjunction with a locally based
firm. The project was an
international one having been
designed by a Japanese firm and
erected by an Irish one using
Greek and Indian labour. The
installation was completed well
within thestipulatedtime~~dwill
contribute to the gro~ing
demand for fresh wate~ in
Bahrain.
Mr Gerard loughran described
a series of experiments which
were made to determine the
effects of light distributions on
the sense of comfort and visual
clarity experienced by occupants
if a variety of working
environments including conference rooms. He expressed the
hope that the results of such
experiments might be utilised In
relation to quality aspects of
lighting in future CIBSE lighting
codes.
18
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The linal speaker ws Mr Larry
Burke who described a novel air
conditioni ng unit suitablelor use
in a minibus. His interest in the

subject arose while working in
the hot climate 01 Iraq. The
design described dillered Irom
existing commercially produced

ones but M r Burke had
established that all components
were available or could be readily
made in this country.

The panel 01 adjudicators
commended all the entries which
they said had reached a very high
standard.

STERILE MANUFACTURE IN
APHARMACEUTICAL PLANT
In the past two decades th ere
has been a marked increase
in stringency of the
application of regulatory
requirements to pharmaceutical manufacturers by
bodies such as the Department of Health and Social
Security( DHSS) in the UK and
the Food
and
Drugs
Administration (FDA) in the
USA.
As a direct consequence
there has been a parallel
increase in the sophistication
of the HVAC installations
which control the quality of
room envi ronment. The
concept of clean rooms has
been developed as areas in
which particulate contamination, temperature and
relative
humidity are

and storage of pharmaceutical products. The Dublin
facil ity has been expanded in
a series of development
programmes. The project,
which is the subject of this
paper, was part of one such
programme.

By John K. Purcell,
BeMRA Consulting
Engineers

The Project

controlled.
This paper, which will be
presented in case study
format, describes the
experience of a consulting
engineering firm in designing
and implementing HVAC
systems for the sterile areas
in a pharmaceutical facility .

The Client
Leo Laboratories, the Irish
subsidiary of a Danish parent
company, have been established in Dublin for over 25
years. During this period, the
company has been engaged
in the manufacture, packaging

In complying with international regulations, Leo
Laboratories found it
necessary to segregate the
manufacture of penicillin
products from other pharmaceutical products. A
decision was taken to
construct a new plant on a
green-field site adjacent to
the existing Leo facility in
Dublin, which would

.. CYLINDER CENTRES
eGASAGENTS

TotsI Cover
The number of IIG Cylinder Centres and
Gas Agents has been increased.
We can now offer you an exclusive
countrywide collection service for FREON*
and AMMONIA ... refrigeration gases where
you want them, when you want them. Quality
gases and qual ity service from Ireland's
biggest gas supplier.
•Freon is a registered trade mark 01 DuPon!.

I _ _- 7

e
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incorporate all aspects of
pen icill in manufactu re
including chemical synthesis,
purification, formulation,
filling and packaging. It was
proposed to produce
product in bulk and final
dosage form in liquid,
oi ntment, powder, tablet and
suspension formulations in a
plant of approximately 6000
m 2 floor area, of which about
1500 m 2 was to be classified
as sterile.

The Brief
The theoretical approach in
specifying a clean room is by
reference to the classification
of Clean Spaces in accordance with British Standard
BS 5295, Parts 1,2 & 3: 1976
or the American Federal
Standard 209B.
In setting the design brief
for the sterile areas the client
considered it un realistic to
specify a recognised class for
the rooms due to changing
levels of generation of
particles duri ng operation.
The agreed brief was that
supply air at the point of entry
to the space- i.e. the diffuser
face - should be class 100as
defined in Federal Standard
209B and that the particle
count within the space at rest
should be less than 1000 per
cubic foot of a size 0.5
microns or larger.

• The photograph shows the operator gowned in a special clean suit checking the sterile automatic injector filling
operation ceiling mounted Laminar Air Flow Unit and enclosures ensure the airstream maintainsj1owconditionsover the
product. Class /00 conditions at thefil/ing point.

would be provided for
product protection by
individual Laminar Ai r Flow
(LAF) Units.
As the HVAC installations
only form one element of the
system in achieving clean
room conditions, considerable emphasis was placed on
integrated building design
between the various disciplines of architecture,
structures and building
services.

Testing and
Commissioning

On completion of the
building construction and
installation of the services,
commissioning of the air
hand I ing systems was
Design Approach
carried out in two stages. The
The main options in selecting
first stage involved the
the HVAC equipment were
normal regulation to achieve
either central plant or
design supply and return
separate clean room modvolumes for each room. The
ules. In view of the large
second stage required "fine
sterile/clean area involved, it
tuning" to achieve the
was concluded that it would
desired room pressure by
not be economic to use the
means of regulating the
separate modules.
extract volume controller,
The design approach
leaving the supply volume at
adopted to meet the
the design figure for
requirements in the sterile
environmental control.
operating areas was to use
On completion of the
conventional air flow
commissioning and prior to.
distribution from a central
handover, clean-up tests
plant with terminal Hepa filter
were carried out in the
housings mounted over
various rooms. Particles 0.5
ceiling diffusers and low level
micron and larger were
extract grilles generally
generated in the rooms and
located in the corners. The
under test conditions a
sterile systems would
Royco digital counter was
provide 20 air changes in
used to count the number of
normal operation. As an
particles of 0.5 micron and
energy-saving measure a
larger. The results when
facility would be built-in to
plotted on a graph allowed
switch down to 10 air
the clean-up times to be
changes when the rooms are
calculated and compared
not in operation. In areas
where product would be· with theoretical clean-up
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
times.
exposed,
Class 100conditions
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Validation
As part oftherequirementsin
obtaining approval from the
Food and Drugs Administration (FOAl. it was necessary
to validate each of the
relevant sterile HVAC
systems. Validation required
the qualification of materials,
equipment, systems, buildings and personnel and the
proof of validation was
obtained through the
collection and evaluation of
data.
In establishing a validation
and inspection protocol fo
the construction of HVAC
systems and ductwork
systems the following subprotocols were identified:
Inspection and ductwork
prior to installation; Inspec-

tion of installed ductwork;
I nspection of terminal filter
units; Testing of terminal
filter units; Supervision of
commissioning.
Each of the above activities
was scrutinized very closely
and sufficient data collected
to prepare the necessary
documentation required for
validation of the systems.

Plant Performance
Leo Laboratories commenced
production in mid-1983 and
the HVAC systems have
performed in accordance
with the design parameters.
FDA approval of the
process was received and
penicillin products prepared
in the summer are exported from the Dublin Facility.

CIBSEIASHRAE
CONFERENCE 'THE ENGINEERED
ENVIRONMENT'
PROGRAMME
MONDAY 15 SEPTEMBER
09.00

09.15

Official Opening
Dr. Patrick J. Hillery, President of Ireland
SESSION 1 - Symposium
BUILDING THERMAL ENVELOPES
Glass and Daylight- Irish Atrium Buildings
Sean Mulcahy, BE, FIEI, FCIBSE, MIEE
Chairman, VHRA Consulting Engineers. Dublin,
Ireland
Interaction of HVAC Systems with Building Thermal
Envelopes and the Impact of Energy Utilisation
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Robert W Flanagan, PE
President, Environmental Engineers, Des Moines,
Iowa, USA
The Thermal Envelope of Buildings
Frank J Powell, BS, MS
Senior Research Engineer, Building Physics Division,
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburn, USA
11.15

COFFEE

11.45

SESSION2-Symposium
INDOOR AIR QUALITY
Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality
John E Janssen, PE Principal Research Fellow,
Heneywell, Rosevil/e, Minnesota, USA
Indoor Air Quality and Energy
Derek Gregory, PhD, BSc, FCIBSE
.
Director, Building Research Services and Information
Association, Bracknel/, Berkshire, UK

13.15

LUNCH

14.30

SESSION 2 - Forum
COMPUTER MODELLING AND BUILDING SYSTEMS
Computer Modelling for Energy Evaluations; What the
Future Holds
William S. Fleming, PE President, W.S. Fleming &
Associates, Syracuse, New York, USA
Computer Simulation as an Aid to HVAC System
Optimisation
Stephen J. Irving, BSc, CEng, MCIBSE Managing
Director, FACET Ltd, Sf. Albans, Herts, UK

16.15

SESSION 4 - Forum
BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND DIRECT
CONTROL
The I mplementation of Building Management Systems
in a Large Organisation
C. Huxley, CEng, MCIBSE
Chief Engineer, National Westminster Bank, London
Energy Management and Conservation
John M. Seipp
Director of Energy Management, Hotel Division,
Mariott Corporation, Washington DC, USA
Electronic Controls for Reducing Lighting Costs
Ir R.T.A. Hendricks Philips International BV, Lighting
Division, Eindhoven, Holland.

Principal, Seamus Homan Associates, Dublin
Artificial Lake Source
David Arnold, MSc(Arch). CEng, MIMechE, FCIBSE
Partner, Troup Bywaters & Anders, London, UK
13.15

Lunch

14.15

SESSION 7 - Symposium
EVAPORATIVE COOLING
Theory and Use of Evaporatlve Cooling
Phelps S. Eshelman, BSc Manager H&V, General
Motors Corporation, Warren, Michigan, USA
Strainer Cycle v Plate Exchangers
W. Smith-Haddon Endless Energy Ltd., Salisbury, UK

15.30

Tea

16.00

SESSION 8 - Symposium
THERMAL STORAGE
Current North American Practice for Thermal Energy
Storage
Robert T. Tamblyn. BASe, PEng Chairman,
Engineering Interface Ltd, Willowdale, Ontario,
Canada.
Electrical Thermal Storage - The Changing Approach
Alan J. Mason, FCIBSE Partner, Buckle & Partners,
London, UK

WEDNESDAY 17th SEPTEMBER

09.00

SESSION 9 - Symposium
CHP/CO-GENERATlON
Practical Industrial and Institutional Applications of
Co-generation
Milton Meckler, PE President, Meckler Group, Encino,
California, USA
Progress in the Investigation of Combined Heat &
Power/District Heating for Belfast
Professor B. Crossland, PhD, FRS Crossland
Consultants, Belfast, N. Ireland.
D.C. Watmuff, AMBIM, EMEx Engine Sales Manager,
Harland & Wolf( plc

10.30

COFFEE

11.00

SESSION 10 - Symposium
CASE STUDIES
Design and Installation of the New Lloyds Building
C.T. Barker, MCIBSE, Director, Ove Arup & Partners,
London, UK
F. Perryman, BA Hons, FCIBSE, Assistant Managing
Director Haden Young Ltd. London, UK
Recently Built Major Building - case study
Harvey Brickman Vice President, Tishman Realty &
Construction Co, New York USA
Proper Design of Ice Rinks
Richard P. Perry, PEng President, Perry Engineering,
Vancouver, BC, Canada
Clean Room Application in a Pharmaceutical Plant
John J Purcell, BE, MIE, CEng, MCIBSE
Director, BEMRA, Consulting Engineers, Dublin,
Ireland.
Public Indoor Leisure, Belfast City Council, Belfast.

14.30

ROUND TABLE SESSION
Energy and Resource Management
Charles F. Sepsy, PE Professor Mechanical
Engineering, Ohio State University
W.H. Mashburn, PE Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic
Waiter Bishop PE President, Waiter P Bishop
Consulting Engineers, N Y, USA

TUESDAY 16th SEPTEMBER
09.00

SESSION 5 - Symposium
SOLAR APPLICATIONS
Ambient Energy in the UK
Alan F.C. Sherrat, PhD, FCIBSE Deputy Director of
Thames Polytechnic, London, UK
J.C. McVeigh, MA, MSc, PhD, CEng, MCIBSE Head of
Energy Studies Brighton Polytechnic
Solar Heating & Cooling - Yesterday, Today &
Tomorrow
John Yellot!, PE President, John Yel/ot Associates,
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Experience of a 50 KWP Photovoltaic Array
Professor G.T. Wrixon, BE, MSc, Ph 0 Director,
National Micro-electronics Research Centre, Cork,
Republic of Ireland
Se an MCarthy, BE, MSc Photovoltaic Systems,
University of Cork
Discussion

11.00

COFFEE

11.30

SESSION 6 - Symposium
HEAT PUMPS
Earth Coupled Heat Pumps
Richard A. O'Neill, PE
Senior Research Specialist, Niagara Mohawk Power,
Syracuse, New York, USA
Heat Pumps Applications - Bivalent Systems
Seamus Homan, MCIBSE

SOCIAL PARTNERS PROGRAMME
SUNDAY 14th SEPTEMBER
14.30
Coach tour of Dubli n (all full delegates)
18.00

Registration and Opening Reception - in Trinity
College's magnificent panelled dining room (all full
delegates)
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'At home' with I rish Committee members

19.00

just north of Dublin, for an evening of traditional Irish
music - drinks and dinner included - (open to all
delegates not included in full package).

MONDAY 15th SEPTEMBER

9.00

Official Opening by Dr P.J. Hillery, President of Ireland
(all delegates)

09.15

Technical Session Trinity College (technical
delegates)

09.30

Scenic tour of Co. Wicklow (the garden of Ireland)
including visit to Powers Court Gardens, the historical
site of an early monastic settlement at Glendalough, the
Meeting of the Waters at Woodenbridge and a visit to a
tweed mill. (Social delegates)

Morning walking tour of Dublin with visit to Powers
Court Town House and the Cathedrals of Dubli n.
(Social Delegates).

Civic Reception
Optional visit to Abbey Tavern, Howth, a fishing village

18.00

TUESDAY 16th SEPTEMBER

Afternoon free
WEDNESDAY 1nh SEPTEMBER
Shopping morning with Irish Committee Ladies
Conference Banquet at the Royal Kilmainham
Hospital, Dublin's newest and most elegant banquet
house, a sparkling evening in promised.

Please indicate your Registration Requirements - State
Number of Persons:
Nos.
Cost

CIBSE/ASHRAE
CONFERENCE

Full Conference (excluding Hotel
Full Conference (excluding hotel
accommodation)
£165.00 _ _--+
Full Accompanying Persons Programme
excluding hotel accommodation)
£96.00
Day Technical Registration (pre-prints
NOT included)
£25.00

'The Engineered Environment'
REGISTRATION FORM
PARTICIPANT:

.

FAMILY NAME:

,

FIRST NAME:

POSITION:

, ., COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

Optional Social Events:
Irish Evening at Abbey Tavern
including coach transfer

£25.00

Extra Tickets for Conference
Banquet including coach
transfer

£35.00

Extra Tickets for Opening Reception
(numbers limited)
£900

.

Extra Pre-Prints of Conference
Papers

---+---

----;r---

£20.00

.

TELEPHONE & TELEX NOS:

.

FIRST NAME:

.

ACCOMPANYING PERSONS:
FAMILY NAME:

FIRST NAME:

.

FAMILY NAME:

FIRST NAME:

.

AIR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS:
(UK DELEGATES ONLY)
FLYING FROM:

RETURN:

£10.00

.

................................................

DATE:

Day Technical Registration
Student Rate

_

.
FLIGHT:

.

FLIGHT:

.

DEPOSIT: I enclose a deposit of£.. .... (£50.00
per person) in Cheque/M.O./P.O./Cash
(Cheques to be made payable to Aer Lingus
Holidays).
This deposit will be deducted from the
total cost which is due 28th July 1986.
Please note final payment to include costs
of functions, flights and accommodation.
The deposit together with this form should
be sent to Aer Lingus Holidays, 52 Poland
Street, London, W1V 4AA.
Payment by Credit Card: You ma y pay
AccessNisa/ American Express/Diners
Club Card if you hold one of these cards.
Please complete the authorisation.
I authorise you to charge the sum of ....... to
my AccesslVisa/ American/Express/Di ners
Club Card account in respect of the above
conference.

ACCOMMODATION:
Please state hotel and number of nights required:
Number of rooms:
Twin:
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
DOI: 10.21427/D75X2T
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Single:

SIGNATURE:

.

CARD NO:

.
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The Full-Burning Fire
A brief description of the full-burning fire by Bob Couchman who
designed the unit and who presented a paper, from which this extract is
taken, during the initial launch before Christmas.
"As a heating engineer specialising in
domestic practice, I find myselfdesigning
systems which may use oil, gas, or solid
fuel. As each fuel has its inherent
advantages and disadvantages, part of my
job is to advise on the best choice for a
particular household. One characteristic
of solid fuel - or at least coal-fired
heating - is the fact that smoke is
emitted, and the coal-burning open lire
has incurred a fair amount of criticism,
not all of which has been well-informed or
accurate, within the last few weeks.
"Without entering that particular
debate, may I stress two of the recognised
advantage of the open coal fire - low
cost a nd aesthetic appeal. Most people in
Ireland like an open fire for these two
reasons. More than 90% of all new houses
recently built or currently building, in the
Dublin area, are heated by open fire back
boilers.
"It does seem, however, that if the
public are to retain their freedom of choice
under pendi ng legi lation, then continuing
research and devlopment work should be
carried out on open fire design. The use of
smokeless fuel is one option, but this
would substantially increase running
costs. Another option is to burn the coal
with less smoke, although it is obviously
essential to retain the traditional visual
advantage.
"One of the new fires burns with about
half of the smoke output of the earlier
generation of open fire boilers. The
feature that enables this tire to literally
burn its own smoke is an afterburner, or
secondary combustion chamber behind
and beneath the grate. Smoke principally
consists of unburned matter in very small
particles. If this can be burned than the
result will not only be cleaner combustion
but more efficient combustion as well,
since more energy can be relea ed from a
given amount of fuel. The additional heat
release achieved by burning a typical coal
at full efficiency is of the order of 30%.
"It has been common practise for halfa
century or more to burn coal smokelessly
in large mechanically controlled
installations. All that is needed is to ensure
a hot enough environment, and a
reasonable degree of control of factors like
gas flow and pre-heated secondary air. In
recent years it has been possible to
produce small closed domestic appliances
that were smoke reducing, and I have been
responsible for the successful development
of such units in Ireland.
"A smoke reducing open fire is the
logical next step. The patent applIcations
for the units were talking about today date
back to early 1984 and the intention was
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to produce a more efficient appliance
which would, due to its greater efficiency,
also be smoke-reducing. Smoke and
combustible gases leaving the fire must
pass through the afterburner where they
are mixed with heated fresh air and given a
suitable environment for combustion
before any heat i transferred to the boiler.
"Coal Distributors Ltd gave the new
concept thei r enth usiastic backing and
support. This was given in the interests of
the more elficient use of fuel, well before
the present debate on smoke emissions.
The first two appliance were designed,
and manufactured in time for initial tests
to start in March of 1985. These tests,
which I conducted myself over a period of
six weeks, confirmed that the new
appliances did perform at higher
efficiencies, ie they extracted more heat
from a given quantity of fuel. There was a
significant decrease in smoke emission
which I could not quantify without highly
specialised instruments which are not
readily available.
"It was obviously necessary to confirm
my findings, as well as to carry out some
properly-instrumented experimental work
to determine such points as the optimum
size and shape for the interior of the
afterburner.
"We found that the Department of
Mechanical Engineering of University
College Dublin possessed the necessary
smoke measuring equipment, thanks to

• The new 'full-burning' fire under test at UCD
where it wasfoundto reduce smoke emissions by an
average of 50% over existing units. Introduced by
Coal Distributors just before Christmas it derives
more heatfrom the solidfuel by virtually burning its
own smoke and so saves money. It will beovailable
in time for the 1986/87 heating season and the cost
will comparefavourably with existingsimilarbackboiler grates.

their research on internal combustion
engines. We were extremely fortunate in
securing their agreement to conduct tests
with Brendan Mulvey and Jack Mulcahy
supervising the work under the direction
of Professor Seamus Ti money. They have
tested the original two fires as well as an
experimental assembly.
"As well as monitoring fuel usage and
hot water output the Department of
Mechanical Engineering also monitored
smoke emission, taking readings at 15minute intervals. A Bosch smoke meter
wa used. This measures smoke by passing
a metered sample of the fl ue gases th rough
a filter paper which leaves any smoke on
the surface. This is then optically
measured and a direct reading is produced
on a dial. In addition to the Bosch
readings, visual readings were
continuously monitored at several points
including areas of the afterburner.
"Special graphs were produced to
collate the information from these tests
with a correction factor applied to allow
for different burning rate.
"Using the recorded Bosch readings and
this correction factor, a figure can be
derived, for any given test, of smoke/kg.
coal/hour. Using this system of
measurement, the Department of
Mechanical Engineering reported a
reduction of 46% of total smoke emission.
Work is continuing on this project since it
is felt that there may still be room for
further smoke reduction and increases in
efficiency. Work is also continuing on
further applications of the afterburner
system.
"I have tried to keep this brief, but may
I concl ude by saying that fullbu rning fires
are already heating suburban houses with
installations of six radiators and seven
radiators respectively. We th ink of the
open fire in this context - a focal point in
the home, a pleasant companionable place
to sit by. Both the gas and electrical
industries have expended a great deal of
ingenuity to produce imitations of the real
thing - which must be some sort of
compliment. I am told that one can even
buy a video film which simply shows an
open fire as it burns. Somehow I find that
rather sad.
"I believe that in producing the
fullburning fire - fullburning because it
burns the coal and the smoke as well - we
have achieved a happy combination of
traditional comfort and twentieth-century
technology. My personal thanks are due to
the Department of Mechanical
Engineering and to Coal Distributors Ltd
for all that they have done to make the
appliance a reality."
Irish H&V News, April 1986
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RACGSNEWS
The RACGS most recent outing
was held at Royal Dublin Golf
Club. The day was warmly
accepted by all to be a good
start to the 1986 season for the
Society. The results of the
competition and the various
other prizes are on list included
attached.
Asyou will notice, the
competition was closely played
for with the winner - Dermot
Walsh on 37 points - just
beating, on the back nine, Jim
French with the same score.
A highlight of the evening
proceedings was the
presentation of the "Danfoss
Trophy" to the Society and
none other than Christy
O'Connor (Snr) himself very
kindly participated in the
proceedings.
The committee for this year
is listed below and for
"Refrigeration and Air Condit·
ioning" readers reference the
next outings will be as follows:
May 15th, Kilkenny GC;June
15/ 19th, Monkstown GC Cork;

and October 9th, Delgany Gc.
Further details are available
from the Secretary, Michael
Nolan (C/O HRP/Ph. 729988).

Officers and
Committee for '86
President: Michael Stewart;
Captain: Joe Brennan;
Secretary: Michael Nolan.
General Committe:
Matt Butler; Tom McDonald;
Jack Duff and John Sampson.

• Wilo Four-Ball (Rush): Winners with 8-up ... Tony Gillian (2nd right) and
Eamonn Victers (extreme right) receiving their trophies from Jim King (left)
Wilo and Captain Tony Delaney.

Full results from Royal
Dublin
Winner: Dermot Walsh (37 pts)
on back nine; Best Gross: Matt
Butler.
Class 1 - Winner: Maurice
Keane; R/Up: Pat Killegrew.
Clas 11 - Winner: Brian
O'Connor; - R/Up:Joh
Sampson.
Class III - Winner: Jim
French; - R/Up: Jack Duff.
1st Nine: Paddy Smee. 2nd
Nine: Joe Brennan.
Visitors Prize: Pat Dunphy.

• Wilo Four-Ball (Rush): Michael Carroll and Noel CafJen (5-up) who were
second, receiving their prizes, again from Jim King and B TU Captain Tony
Delaney.

• B TU Dinner/Dance: Michael Mc Donagh, a hamper wInner receiving his box
ofgoodies!
• Jim French, runner-up at 37 points pipped on th'e last nine.

• Christy O'Connor with the Captain ofRA CGS Joe Brennan (BOC Linda
Refrigeration) and the Committee (Jack Duff, MI. Nolan, J. French, M.
Buttler, MI. Stewart, President and J Stewart) viewing the "Danfoss Perpetual
Trophy" presented to the Society.

• BTU Dinner/Dance: yes, we know it's late but, not havingcarriedthedetails
at the time we thought it only fair that Des Prendergast (Hevac), Golfer ofthe
Year, B TU GolfSociety, 1985, should befeatured. He is pictured with Michael
Curley, who was the Captain at the time.

RUNTAL OUTING
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
• The winner, Dermot Walsh (Director, Cross Refrigeration Ltd.) explaining
DOI:
10.21427/D75X2T
his eventful
round and how he managed to score 37 points.
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Next month we will have a fun report. with photographs. from
the Runtalrad-sponsored outing at the Island Golf Club. on 22
April.
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Walkers - Even Greater
Achievements In Store
While the Walker buy-out from
the Smurfit Group of
companies took many by
surprise, it was understandable
given the excellent
performances of the company
over the last few years.
Obviously, it was not very
opportune from the Smurfit
viewpoint but, given Jim
Anderson's option to take up
the remaining 75% - he always
held 25% - of the company, it
was ideal timing for him.
Under his guidance and
direction the Walker Group of
companies has turned in
remarkable performances
which are even all the more
signifi ca nt given the very
difficult trading conditions of
the last few years.
However, never one to take
all the glory,Jim Anderson is
quick to point to the
contribution of the rest of the
team. "I have been very
fortunate to have the
employees I do around me. We
run a very tight operation here
and it would not be possible
without the fu 11 co-operation of
everyone.
"This is true of all levels but
naturally the input of
anagement executives is
especially important There are
three other key people within
Walkers - Michael Buckley,
Stuart Roche and George
Whillock. They each have been
with me for over 10 years now,
are all in their late thirties and
are at a stage in life whereby
they deserved - and needed
- a decent reward for their
contribution to the company's
phenomenal growth.
"I looked ata number of
options in which to do this but
again the best solution was to
make them directors.
Unfortunately, this was not
possible within the Smurfit
umbrella and so, here also I
had another incentive to take
up my option.
"I am now the major
shareholder in Walkers with
Michael, George and Stuart
each having a minority equal
shareholding. They also have

'We are now in the happy position of
having everything perfectly set up in
such a way that we can look fonvard to
the next few years full of confidence".
specific roles and duties to
perform with George, based in
Glasgow, being responsible for
the UK (he is Managing
Director); Michael, based in
Dublin, being responsible for
Ireland (his title is Director); and
Stuart who is the Financial
Director.
'Yet another reason for the
timing of the buy·out is the fact
that I intend to seek public
listing in the near future. Before
we can proceed inthat
direction though we need to be
turning in independent
performances for at least five
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years.
"Taken together, it is plain to
see that there were so many
reasons to make the move that
really, it would have been crazy
not to. We are now in the happy
position of having everything
perfectly set up in such a way
that we can look forward to the
next few years full of
confidence."
Some might view a break
from an organisation such as
Smurfits as suicidal but the
truth of the matter is that
Walkers were always "deSmurfitised" . Of all the

companies in the Smurfit
Distribution Division Jim
Anderson ran his with a degree
of independence which was
almost arrogant.
However, it is that very
arrogance or forcefullness
which sets Walkers apart from
its competitors. Jim Anderson
has also demonstrated that, by
the proper use of modern
technology, one man can and very successfully oversee an operation the size of
his.
Computers play a very
significant role in the day-to·day
running of the company but,
the real key to Walker's success
is that Jim Anderson has
developed other uses for them
which afford him a degree of
personal control which is
incredible.
To explain the exte tto
which this penetrates the
Walker Group would take an
age but suffice is to say that it is
quite staggering. Everything
from travel expenses to stock
control to individual
performances and projected
performances can be seen at a
glance on Jim' sown desk·top
computer terminal.
His personal control is
undisputed but at all times he
bases his forecasts and
projections on the information
provided by his executives,
coupled with his own personal
interpretation of the situation.
It also helps that he is
obvi ously a workaholic. He
leads by example and it is
perhaps this one single factor
- coupled with his inherent
business acumen - which has
gained him the unstinting
support of his management
team and the rest of the Wa Iker
personnel.
Walker's success to date has
been hard won and the "high"
of that last few years well
deserved. This latest move is
the stepping stone to future
achievements and when, in the
not too distant future Walkers
go public, let no one ask how
they did it.
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New Products & Literature

Condensing Units
AT a time when most "new"
condensing units consist ofa 2Dyear old piston compressor
bolted to a new combination of
3D-year old condenser and
receiver, Rotocold's Revolutionary specification reads like
the answer to the progressive
contractor's prayers.
Every unit includes:Ultra quiet rotary motor
compressor, British designed
and built with a full service and
spares back up; Better COP's
than probably any other unit on
the market; and full specification
including copper aluminium
condenser, high and low
pressure switches, high temp.
stat, fully piped and fitted oil
separator and pylon mounted
fan.
The units are more compact
and lighter than the equivalent
piston packs and come in the
range 2-15 hp.
(Circle Enquiry No. 43).

New
Building
Products
from Moy
"THERMAL underwear for
bu iIdi ngs" is how Moy

efficient stainless steel pumps,
the new mini-boosters are of
particular value on export
projects, since schemes can be
installed using self-priming
pumps - also all of the pumps
utilised are available for suction
lift.
Two ranges of pumps are
used. Type PSP has a max
capacity of I I gal/m in and max
head of 136 ft at a capacity of I
gal/min. These pumps are
available for single or 3-shape
supply and are automatically
self-priming after initial filling
- they are therefore ideal for
suction lift applications. Larger
capacity booster units are built
around type PC pumps, also
available for single or 3-phase
supply, and delivering a ma
capacity of 44 gal/min a
generating a max head of208 ft
at a capacity of I gal/min.
(Circle Enquiry o. 50).

• A worldfirst - ultra-smooth, ultra efficient rotary compressor condensing
units from 2 to 15 hp by Rotacold.

Insulation Managing Director
Pat rick J Duffy described the
new Irish-developed product
launched by the company at a
presentation to architects and
builders at the University
Industry Centre, Belfield
recently.
The new "Moytherm"
product is a cavity wall
insulation to be installed during
building construction. Because
the new insulation is pliable

enough to bend around corners,
it ensures a complete and close
fit thermal "envelope"
throughout the walls which will
remain for the life of the
building.
Another Moy Group
company, Moy Materials,
announced the final stage
development of its "Polycomp"
modular roofing system
combining insulation and
waterproofing. The system is
suitable for new roof
construction and the rehabilitation of problem roofs, and
incorporates llexibilityofdesign
and materials for different
conditions or requirements.
The system has been fully
tested and evaluated by the IIRS
and complies with international
codes of building practice.
(Circle Enquiry 0.51).

MiniBoosters

• Damp related problems are accurately diagnosed on site using Ash worth 's
(Circle

"Speedy" carbide moisture tester. BS6576 recommends the method.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
Enquiry No. 53).
DOI:
10.21427/D75X2T
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PULLEN Pumps have extended
the scope of their "Series E"
automatic cold water booster
units by the addition of units
suitable for the more modest
req uirements of large private
residences, schools or small
office complexes, etc.
Competitively-priced and
based on the use of highly-

• One ofthe newPullenmini-booster
sets.

Reducing
Smoke
Emission
THE Waterford Shamrock
solid fuel, central heating stove
is the first cast-iron, full central
heating stove to be manufactured
in I reland and is made by
Waterford Foundry Ltd, (the
company which tookoverthe 50
year old foundry in Waterford in
March 1983).
This extra high efficiency
stove will achieve substantial
improvements in smoke
emission over more conventional appliances. Usingallsolid
fuels, the high output of the
Waterford Shamrock will
produce up to 55,000 Btus. The
higher efficiency also results in
major savings in running costs.
The unit will give full heating for
a good sized room, central
heating for the home 26
and

New Products & Literature
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• At the launch oJthe Waterford Shamrock were Frank Cruess-Callaghan,
Director, Waterford Foundry Ltd. with Charles Mitchel, who unveiled the
stove.

domestic hot water.
It has already been approved
by, and meets the rigid
standards of Underwriters
Laboratories in the USA and is
now in production.
(Circle Enquiry No. 48).

ends suitable for copper pipe to
BS2871. Part I, table X.
Pressure temperature ratings
are: 5 barat 120deg. C;6 barat
110 deg. C; 10 bar at 65 deg. C;
and 16 bar up to 30 deg. C.
(Circle Enquiry 0.49).

Inverter
Copper
Connection Aided AC
TechnolA new range of gate valves
specifically designed to find
ogycomes
wide use in the H&V industry
has been launched by Hattersley
Newman Hender.
to Britain
Based on their proven 33X
range the new dezincification
resista nt valves offer copper
compression end connections,

TOSHIBA continues to lead in
the field of air conditioning
technology with the launch in
MayoI' the world's first Inverter
controlled room air conditioners.
The slimline, wall-mounted,
split-type units are attractively
styled insilverand black and will
be available initially in two duty
sizes. The RAS-22EKHV unit
provides cooling outputs
between 1.5 and 2.8 kW (5,400-

. 10,000 Btu) and heating outputs
between 1.5 and 4.7 kW(5,40016,000 Btu); and the RAS28EKHV unit provides 1.5-3.8
kW (5,400- 13,000 Btu) cooling,
and 1.5 - 5.8 kW (5,400 - 20,000
Btu) heating.
Compared with conventional
heat pump air conditioners, the
major benefits of the Toshiba
In verte raided R AS air
conditioners are, powerful fast
cooling and heating, simultaneous dehumidification, unrivalled comfort, and energy saving.
As they provide sufficient
heating during winter there is no
need for supplementary heating.
(Circle Enquiry No. 52).

Powrmatic
Flues
HEATING Controls and
Devices (HC&D) have been
appointed stockists of
Powrmatic System 1 and 250
flue products for Ireland and
will serve the market in the
orth and South from Belfast
and Dublin.
The System I, which contains
a locking band system, employ
a ingle skin stainless steel flue
pipe and is suitable for use with
all Powrmatic products.
The System 250 is a twin-wall
insulated flue with a cavity
width of 25 mm and is available
in six diameters ranging from
125 to 300 mm.
For further details, please
contact Heating Controls and
Devices (I) at 45 Broomhill
Close, Tallaght, Dublin 24, Tel:
521533; and Heating Controls
and Devices Ltd., 6 Ballyoran
Lane, Dundonald, Belfast BT
160 TL; Tel: 5111.
(Circle Enquiry 0.41).

TOSHIBA

~
• Thenew33XDZRCfromHNH.A
dezincijication resistant valve with
cooper end connections.

especially useful for the
mechanical services fitter
working with smaller diameter
copper piping.
Available in three sizes,
15mm, 22mm and 28mm, with
the option of a lockshield the
33XDZRC is Kitemarked to
BS5154, with its compression

• The micro-computer controlled defroster jitted to the Toshiba In verter
outside unit defrosts in half the time taken by a conventional heat pump air
conditioner.
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York
Brochure
THE Industrial Refrigeration
Division of York International
Ltd., have detailed their
comprehensive system design,
supply and turnkey installation
package in a new colour
brochure.
This specialist contracting
Division has designed and
installed process cooling
systems in almost every market
sector within the last twelve
months. Today there are
individually-engineered York
refrigeration systems with
specially selected equipment
operational in fields as di verse
as:Chemical & Petrochemical;
Pharmaceutical & Biotechnology;
Brewing:
uclear
Reprocessing; Gas Compression, GL recovery and LPG
storage; Offshore & Onshore
Ga
Treatment: Concrete
Production; Manne/Defence
and Leisure Fields such as Ice
Rinks.
(Circle Enquiry 0.52).

Rite-Vent
Brochure
THE Rite-Vent Class I ICID
insulated stainless steel chimnev
i the subject of a new improved
company brochure.
One of the British manufacturer's major lines, the system is
approved to BS 4543. the new
brochure giving technical
specification data as well as
installation and application
details.
(Circle Enquiry 0.46).

Drain
Cleaning
RIDGID/Kollman has introduced a new line of water jetting
drain cleaning machines
designed for use by plumbers,
drain cleaning contractors and
maintenance workers.
Two electric models (K-9Q-10
and K-13Q-12) and a petrol
engine model (K-115-12G)
provide operating pressures of
90 to 130 bar.
(Circle Enquiry No. 47).
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SANITARYWARE

AROOM TO RELAX IN
The bathroom is slowly but surely evolving from a small collection of white utilitarian hygenic facilities
crammed into as small a closet as possible into a fashion-orientated relaxation room which everyone can use,
including the disabled. Neil Steedman, Consultant Editor of Plan, the architectural magazine, takes a look at
the trends.
Walk into any of the major
sanitaryware showrooms
today and it is easy to forget
that not so many years ago
in Ireland the vast majority
of bathrooms were cramped
rooms containing a white
bath, WC and basin, a
solitary ceiling mounted
light bulb (40W?) and
cracked lino. It was also
normally situated upstairs,
alth ough for reasons of
economic plumbing and
drainage many 1950's local
authority houses had the
WC carved out of the
al ready small kitchen - a
peculiar arrangement which
did at least encourage the
building of rear extensions
as soon as possible!
Admittedly, all the other
rooms in such houses were
by no means luxury palaces
but as standards of living
rose, the living room,
• Carousel mite with Carousel bath, Do Vi"ci mixers a"d Serenade ceramic accessories. Stocked a"d distributed by
Shires Irela"d Ltd.
kitchen/dining and
bedrooms gradually got
trends in architecture as a
The first colours from the
are now allocating what was
face lifts (probably in that
whole which is, crudely
manufacturers were the soft
originally a bedroom to the
order) and housebuilders
speaking, divided into the
pastels, particularly
bathroom or rearranging
increased room sizes. The
"hi-tech" and "postavocado and pampas
partitions to add some
bathroom probably got new
modern" camps, the first
shades but having "tested
bed room space to th e
lino, some wall tiles, a
opting for hard edge styling
existing bathroom. In terms
the water with the toe" they
bathroom cabinet and
in machine age materials
of layout, it is important to
have
since
gone
on
to
maybe a shower and
and the second echoing
give the room visual interest
satisfy the demands of the
curtain, but usually
back to design forms and
not on Iy from the bather's
younger, first-time
remained the result of
themes from previous ages
point of view but also from
housebuyers with disposal
minimum space planning
but
reassembled in a variety
the entrance.
incomes
still
left
after
and minimum expenditure.
of ways, not always with a
One result of restricted
taxation for bold, lively
Much has changed in
classical approach.
space in a bathroom is
colours.
recent years, and the growth
The wide choice of
usually that the bath is
The arrival of plastics
in the number of specialist
enclosed on three sides by
sanitaryware, taps, shower
bathroom accessories such
bathroom design and
blank wall, but such is this
enclosures, accessories and
as Crayonne whose
accessories shops (as
conditioning that even when
wall tiles now available have
technology made the use of
opposed to sanitaryware
greater space is made
certainly brightened up the
strong reds, yellows, blues,
showrooms) shows that it is
available the same
bathroom, but there is still
greens and oranges a
a real consumer-demand
arrangement is sometimes
much to do in terms of
natural no doubt
development and not simply
employed. It is far better to
encouraging housebuilders
encouraged this trend into
a dream of the bath
place only the head of the
to allocate more space to
the sanitaryware. From plain
manufacturers, their public
bath into the wall and allow
the bathroom in the first
but strong colours, we have
relations people and the
open sides on the others.
place and also in the general
now evolved into strong
media. The emphasis is now
The bidet is slowly but
layout, both for visual effect
design elements as well,
on colour and design in the
surely making its inroads
and practicality, not least
whether stripes and
bathroom, with colour cointo Irish bathrooms (and
being the accessibi lity by
geometric patterns or Art
ordination extending way
long overdue) and is being
Nouveau styling.
disabled people.
beyond the fittings, wall tiles
followed by a variety of
Depending on family
The bathroom is thus
and accessories to bath
moving water systems,
echoing the two major
circumstances, some people
towels
and robes.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
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SANITARYWARE

whether the Jacuzzi (which,
don't fo rget is a brand
name!), whirlpool systems
or bOdy Jets and rain bars in
the shower.
Who knows, we may yet
see a growth of plantlife in
the bathroom, some mood
lighting and relaxing
furniture so that we don't
have to sit on the WC when
hiding from the children!

'State of

The Art'By

• Opus Basin with Pastorale decoration Da Vinci Monobloc basin miur,
marketed through merchants by Shires Ireland.

Reynolds
KM Reynolds (Ireland) Ltd,
best known for their
distribution of the Ideal
Sta ndard range of
sanitaryware and brassware,
continue to make a
significant impact in the
market place.
A major new showroom
has just been opened which,
in keeping with Ideal

Standard's image, is
regarded as the "State of the
Art" showroom in this
country. It includes the full
range of Ideal Standard
products, including, Accent,
a completely new 13 piece
bathroom suite, a new range
of decorated glass shower
enclosures, and the latest
shade from Ideal Standard,
Whisper Peach.
Ideal Standard are back in
the cast-iron bath business

with a view that customer
choice in the bathroom must
be maintained - and that
traditional materials are still
in demand -Ideal Standard
are now offering PorcelainEnamelled Cast-Iron Baths.
These baths are of the
highest quality and are
available in all of the
renowned range of Ideal
Standard colours.
Dubois traps and waste
fittings continue to maintain

their prominent position in
th e market place, due to
their renowned quality and
reliability. Dubois have
recently announced several
additions to their range,
including Flexiwaste and
Multisink unit kits. These are
designed to assist both the
professional plumber and
the DIY enthusiast, by
helping to resolve some the
the problems of awkward
kitchen plumbing jobs.
The Gardex range of
shower trays and other
bathroom equipment is well
known in the market. Best
known for their quality at a
very keen price, they
maintain their position as
one of the largest
manufacturers of shower
bases in Europe.
To cater for thechanging
requi rements of the shower
enclosure market, K M
Reynolds have recently
introduced a top quality
range of glass shower
enclosures called
Crystaluxe, they incorporate
6mm smoked toughened
glass as standard and
conform to BS 6206. The

It will pay you to keep an~ on SHIRES
,

.:.:')'"

..

and keep in touch with all the sparkling Spring ideas we are introducing.
We've just launched the NAIAD II Suite, with a Naiad 1700mm Bath, fitted with Discus Taps & Mixers.
The new CHORALE Corner Bath is a compact 1200mm and is fitted with Discus Bath/Shower Mixer and
supplied in Diamond White. Our new NAIAD II BASIN is styled with an attractive Blue Delf decoration.
Have you seen SHIRES latest COLOUR - PEACH ... a soft, natural shade.
See these eye-catching Suites and Bathroom Ware in Plumbing & Builders' Merchants, countrywide.

SHIRES
BATHROOMS

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986
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SHIRES IRELAND LTD.
Broomhill Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Telephone: 515877.
Telex: 31337
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SANITARYWARE
Dektite pan connector
introduced on to the market
place last year has given K
M Reynolds a considerable
niche in the pan connector
business. This is a first class
pan connector, which has
gained wid e acceptance
here, and in the UK market,
where several London
councils specifically specify
the connector due to its
rodent proof properties.
A new product recently
introduced to the trade, and
causing considerable
interest is the Dektite
Flashings, specifically
designed for use on profiled
roof panels and flat roofs.
They come in two typesone for normal use and a
silicone type for extreme
temperatu res rang ing from
600 centigrade to 200°
centigrade, thus making
them suitable for such items
as gas flue pipes projecting
through the roofs of
commercial premises.
They have special
properties including
resistance to Ozone and
ultra-violet light, and have
an expected life span of at

Mira
'Family'
Shower

• Corner Entry, Model NC/GC, from the Crystaluxe range from KM
Reynolds.
least 20 years. They come in
a large range of sizes and as
with all products, handled
by KM Reynolds, large
stocks are held at their
premises off the Naas
Road.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

IDEAL STANDARD Sanitaryware,
Brassware.
DUBOIS - Waste Traps and
Fittings.
GARDEX - Shower Trays,
Cubicle Bath Panels, Splash
Backs.
CRYSTALUXE - Glas Shower
Enclosures.
GELTEX - Shower Curtains and
Accessories.
MASTERPIECE - Mirrors.
DEKTITE - Pan Connectors and
Pipe Flashings.

K.M. Reynolds (Ireland) Limited
Warehouse and Trade Showrooms
. Unit 2 Knockmitten Lane, Naas Road, Dublin 12
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
Tel: 520333. Telex: 24283.
DOI: 10.21427/D75X2T
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Modern Plant's successor to
the popular Mira 722
thermostatic mixing shower
- the Mira 723 - to give
better performance, easier
installation and improved
reliability.
Specially developed to
meet the varying
requirements of family use,
the new Mira 723
thermostatic mixer shower
from modern plant
combines high safety
standards and ease of use in
a modern design offering a
choice of 6 popular
'bathroom' colours.
Successor to the Mira 722,
Ireland's most popUlar
thermostatic shower, the
Mira 723 has been
extensively re-engineered to
give improved thermal
response, greater
controlability, better
performance in hard water
areas, and less intrusion into
the showering area.
In the event of a technical
query, contact: Modern
Plant at:- Otter House,
Naas Road, Clondalkin,
Dublin 22. Tel: 514944; Telex
25191 or Tramore Road,Cork.
Tel: 021/968755.

3.

New Colour From Shires

Peach

\

Here's an eye-catching and appealing new Colour- Peach
- which has just been introduced into I reland by the
sanitary ware stockist and distributor, Shi res Ireland Ltd.
Peach was recently launched by Shires at the Interbuild
Exhibition. It continues the success of Shires other colours
- willow and chiffon.
Peach is a soft natural shade. It has been created to bring
warmth and tranquility into one's bath room. It is a good
example of Shires ongoing policy of introducing the softest
pastel shades, which each contain a definite and enchanting
hue.
Shires plan to continue their colour theme around the
subtle, sophisticated Pastel shades and Peach will now
complement the company's eXisting range of coloursIndian Ivory, Misty Grey, in addition to Willow the Chiffon.
This will now provide Shires Ireland with the most
comprehensive and attractive collection of colours
available.
The new hue Peach is now available in the complete range
of Shires bathroom and sanitary ware products. Additional
information is of course available if one contacts Miss Mary
Kelly at Shires Ireland Ltd., Broomhill Road, Tallaght,
Dublin 24, (Telephone: 515877); Telex: 31337.
30
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the biggest range ofventilation in the nation.

ROPAK
ROOF EXTRACT UNITS

E
BELFAST ENVIRONMENTAL
SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1986
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OUaUN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED (0001) 72044B

Britain's best range of roof extract units offers
a neat design with either low silhouette or vertical
discharge models.
Either axial or centrifugal powered by the
amazing Ziehl-Abegg external rotor motor with
factory matched and balanced impellers.
Housings of glass fibre (made in our Dudley
factory) are in standard oak - or colour matched
with a full range of choices in British standard
colours at a nominal extra charge. Backed by a full
range of ancillaries which includes the largest
range of soaker sheets in Europe.
If you want the very best in performance,
speed controllable maintenance-free roof units,
send for your copy of our comprehensive Roof
Units brochure.
Roof Units is a BSI registered firm complying
with BS5750 the standard of quality control for
design, engineering and manufacture of fans.
The biggest range of ventilation in the nation
also includes: Axial fans, In-line duct fans, Twin
fans, Fume handling units, Speed controllers and
lots, lots more.

o
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System 27 is a new configuration in
electronic temperature and humidity
control.
This system gives you flexibility in
choosing a more customized control
set up.
Compose either a simple or a
complicated control scheme. The

modules within System 27 each have
their own specific function.
It is the fashion in which they can be
combined that allows for different
control configurations.
Anything between a simple thermostat
or humidistat and a multiple staging

MANOTHERM LTD.

control with digital read-out of process
variables is possible.
Save yourself time and effort. Choose
the system that is flexible enough to
build to individual control requirements.
Call your nearest Johnson Controls
supplier today and ask him to send you
detailed information.

Manotherm Ltd. 4 Walkinstown Road DUBLIN 12 Tel. 01 - 522355/522018/522229 BELFAST Tel. 084-645966

~6HNSON
CONTR~LS
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss2/1
DOI: 10.21427/D75X2T
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